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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
Recently several researchers have theorized about the relationship between gender differences in performance on spatial tasks and

gender differences in degree

lateralization.
addresses this
males,

The

"greater male

relationship in

more than males,

of hemispheric

lateralization" theory

that it

proposes that

fe-

have greater bilateral utilization

of the left and right cerebral hemispheres in performance on
spatial tasks,

resulting

males on these

tasks.

in the poorer performance
A key assumption of

that cerebral lateralization is
formance on spatial tasks.

by fe-

this theory is

favorable for superior per-

The information available in the

literature addressing this relationship is limited primarily
in that the majority of
tionship in adults.

the information addresses the rela-

Studies which

ship in children are sparse,
velopmental
non-existent.

emphasis

on

and

focus on this relationstudies which place a de-

assessing

it

are

virtually

The

available

between gender

information

regarding

the

differences in performance on

and gender differences in

relationship
spatial tasks

hemispheric lateralization is in-

adequate due to four primary shortcomings in the literature.
First, according to McGlone (1980), there has been a lack of
differentiation in

spatial tasks which

are developmentally

appropriate for adults from spatial tasks which are developmentally appropriate for children.
the literature

is that

A second shortcoming in

most studies

assessing aspects

functional brain asymmetry have tended
of the subject (McGlone,

1980).

of

to ignore the gender

Some studies utilize both

males and females as subjects, but do not report results according to

gender;

other studies

have assessed

only one

gender.
A third shortcoming

in the literature is

have taken portions of results

from various studies to for-

mulate theories which attempt to
due to various methodologies,
thor interpretation

that theorists

explain the relation,

measurement devices,

of results,

conflicting

but

and au-

and confusing

reports have been the product.

The problem here lies in the

fact that this conflicting and

confusing information is the

primary

source of

dealing

with the

empirical evidence
relationship

are

upon which
formulated.

theories
A

final

shortcoming

of the

existing

literature

lies in

assumption many researchers have accepted;

a

basic

namely, that for

superior ability on a given task (i.e., a spatial task), one
of the

two hemispheres in the

volvement for

brain must have

the given task.

quently assumed,

but

maximal in-

This relationship

there is only limited

is fre-

empirical sup-

port.
The primary purpose of this study is to empirically test,
regardless of gender,

the assumption

of lateral involvement of one
tageous for

cerebral hemisphere is advan-

superior performance on

priate spatial tasks.

that a greater degree

developmentally appro-

A secondary purpose of this study is

to identify gender differences in a) the development of spatial abilities
instruments,

as measured
and b)

by developmentally

the direction of hemispheric dominance

as measured

by a tachistoscope.

study is to

identify gender differences in

of the

relationship between

vide a description of the

literature

the brain,
by

a

various

A final purpose

of this

the development

superior ability

task and degree of lateralization.

tries in

appropriate

for a

given

The following pages pro-

anatomical and functional asymmereview of the

methodologies,

functional asymmetry
a

review

of

the

literature dealing with gender differences in performance on

various

spatial

tasks,

lateralization theories,

a

summary

of

and a review

various

brain

of the current brain

lateralization theories as related to spatial abilities.
statement of the need for

A

this study precedes the statement

of the specific hypotheses for this study.

Brain Lateralization
Anatomical and Functional Brain Asymmetries
The human brain is divided into three major regions:
hindbrain, the midbrain,

and the forebrain.

the

The hindbrain

and the midbrain structures are thought to control the automatic,

unconscious

aspects of behavior such

as breathing,

sleeping, and levels of arousal or degrees of responsiveness
to external events.

The forebrain

is the largest and most

highly developed section of the brain in humans.

The fore-

brain consists of a group of nerve cell bodies called nuclei
which are surrounded by nerve
are covered by

fibers sheathed in myelin and

the cerebral cortex.

convoluted surface

in the

brain and

layers of interconnected neurons.
to be
brain,

responsible for
i.e.,

Deutsch, 1981).

JT"

abstract

The

cortex forms the

consists of

multiple

The cortex is considered

the highest
thought and

functions of

the human

language (Springer

&

The cerebral cortex of higher animals, including man,
a double organ,
connected by an

consisting of a right

and left hemisphere

isthmus of nerve tissues

callosum (Gazzaniga,

1967).

Each

appears to be approximately a

is

called the corpus

hemisphere in the brain

mirror-image of the other he-

misphere, thus being consistent with the left-right symmetry
of the human body.

The control of the body's basic movement

and

divided

sensation

is

between

the

two

hemispheres

(Springer & Deutsch, 1981).
The evidence for anatomical brain asymmetry indicates the
left and

right hemispheres show structural,

differences (Galaburda, LeMay, Kemper,

or anatomical

& Geschwind,

1978).

Geschwind and Levitsky (1968) conducted post-mortem examination in 100 adult human brains which were free from any significant brain disease.

They found a portion

of the left

temporal lobe was larger than a corresponding portion on the
right temporal

lobe in 65% of

the cases,

lobe portion was larger in 11%
age,

the

left lobe portion

while

of the cases.

the right

On the aver-

was one-third larger

than the

corresponding right lobe portion in the 100 brains that were
examined.

Witelson and Pallie (1973)

and 16 adult human brains
difference in

both age

examined 14 neonatal

and reported a similar anatomical
groups.

Therefore,

the existing

evidence supports structural asymmetry in the left and right
hemispheres.
Unfortunately, most recent studies searching for anatomical brain

asymmetries have not included

according to McGlone (1980).

gender differences

However, a few studies inves-

tigating these asymmetries have addressed the gender difference issue.

Wada,

Clarke and

Hamm (1975)

found that the

frontal opercular region showed asymmetry patterns that were
similar in men and women;

the right hemisphere was larger

than the left for both men and women.
anatomical asymmetries in the medial
tal lobe.

Wada (1976) reported
aspects of the occipi-

In the preliminary analysis of 24 adult subjects,

females tended to have larger right than left cuneate areas,
whereas in males the left side was larger.
Computerizfed

axial

tomography measures

differences

density across brain structures (McGlone, 1980).
(1977)

examined parts

tomography in 50

male and 50

right comparisons of the
cantly according to
left
right.

of the ventricular system

Gyldensted
via axial

brains.

Left-

lateral ventricles varied signifi-

gender;

lateral ventricles

female adult

in

and

females had larger
males

had larger

right than
left

than

Functional brain asymmetry refers to
most individuals,

the left

the idea that,

for

cerebral hemisphere is special-

ized verbal activities (Kimura, 1961), analytic apprehension
(Nebes, 1978), serial processing (Cohen, 1973),
tioning

(Semmes,

1968),

(Egeth Sc Epstein,

1972),

Bradshaw, & Nettelton,

focal func-

performing similarity
match-by-name

1972),

judgments

analyses (Geffen,

the analysis of temporal se-

quences (Efron, 1963), and the sequential control of finger,
hand,

limb,

and articulatory

The right hemisphere is thought

musculature (Kimura,

1977).

to be primarily responsible

for perception construction (Kimura, 1973), recall of stimuli that are difficult to verbalize (Milner,
bal,

imaginal,

visual,

1971),

sensory associative,

nonver-

and holistic

abilities (Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1981).
The concept of cerebral dominance refers to the relationship

of

the

two

Deutsch, 1981);

hemispheres in

the

stated another way,

brain

sphere

is primarily

involved in

&

cerebral dominance re-

fers to hemispheric specialization (Denenberg,
usual relationship for right banders

(Springer

1980).

The

is that the left hemi-

speech

and other

higher

functions; and the right hemisphere is primarily involved in
the spatial,

gestalt functions (Springer & Deutsch,

1981).

Another term closely associated with the concept of cerebral

8
dominance

is

the

term

brain

lateralization.

Brain

lateralization is used to refer to the speed or completeness
of the

establishment of

the left-hemisphere

dominance for

speech and analytical functions and the right hemisphere dominance for spatial gestalt functions (Sherman, 1978).
From

a developmental

have investigated

perspective,

several

relationships concerning

researchers

the origins

of

structural and functional asymmetries, as well as the development and establishment of cerebral dominance and lateralization.
gating

Recently a number of researchers have been investiwhether

genetic

hormonal influences
tion.

predispositions

and/or

affect early asymmetry

prenatal

and lateraliza-

This research has stemmed from the findings of cere-

bral asymmetry

in infants

Gardiner & Walter,

1977;

and preschoolers
LeMay,

1976;

(Entus,

1976;

Witelson & Pallie,

1973). Even though asymmetries have been identified in young
childhood,

the question about

how these asymmetries change

over time is currently unresolved.
Lenneberg (1967)
ment

proposed an explanation of the develop-

of lateralization

functions

of

acquisition and
proposed

that

the brain

concluding
begins

at

that lateralization
the time

is complete by puberty.
lateralization

of

function

of

Thus,
in

in

language
Lenneberg
the

brain

develops over
proposed a

time.

More recently,

hypothesis of

the "systems model."

Denenberg

(1980)

cerebral lateralization

has

known as

This model suggests that brain asymme-

try is present at the initial phases of life; however, maximal lateralization is thought to

be attained only after ma-

turation or myelinazation of the corpus callosum.
of Molfese, Freeman, and Palermo (1975),
Chapman (1980)

support the systems

clear that lateralization gradually
of birth

and puberty,

identify

a specific

Both researchers

and Segalowitz and

model.

(i.e.,

in

While it seems

occurs between the time

researchers have
age

The data

not been

able to

which lateralization

occurs.

Lenneberg and

Denenberg)

suggest

that lateralization is complete by puberty.

Review of Functional Asymmetry Research by
Method of Measuring Involvement
A variety of
studying left

measurement methodologies has been
and right

hemisphere asymmetries

Dichotic listening, electroencephalogram,
ments,

used in

in humans.

lateral eye move-

and tachistoscopic presentation of stimuli are among

the instruments which have most frequently been utilized.

10
Dichotic Listening
The dichotic listening technique

allows the investigator

to simultaneously present different

auditory information to

each ear;

thus,

information presented to the left ear goes

primarily to the right hemisphere, and information presented
to the right ear goes primarily
ber, 1976).

The subjects are typically asked to report the

stimulus that was heard,
hemisphere.
been

to the left hemisphere (Wa-

A left

thus

ear or right hemisphere

determined via

the dichotic

right-handed individuals
sounds (Curry,

reflecting the most involved

1967;

suggested that there was a
advantage

recognition of

1964;

Spreen, Spellacy, & Reed, 1970).

sphere)

listening technique

for the

Kimura,

for

nonverbal

Knox & Kimura,

1970;

Early studies of asymmetry

consistent right ear (left hemi-

for right-handed

stimuli such as digits,

advantage has

individuals on

verbal

words and consonant-vowel syllable

(Darwin, 1971; Kimura, 1961; Shankweiler & Studdert-Kennedy,
1967).

Later studies have shown,

however,

that it is the

strategy used in processing the stimulus that determines the
nature of asymmetry,

not the

stimulus per se (Elias,

Yan-

dell, & Kaualos, 1982) .
The

interaction

dichotic listening

between

gender and

tasks has been

ear

asymmetry

on

extensively investigated

11
for verbal stimuli; whereas, little information is available
investigating nonverbal

or spatial auditory

cording to McGlone (1980),
interaction of

Ac-

studies investigating the stated

verbal stimuli yield

In some studies,

stimuli.

inconsistent findings.

the gender of the subject did not signifi-

cantly relate to the degree

of right-ear advantage for ver-

bal stimuli, whereas other studies reported female superiority, and still other studies reported male superiority.

Due

to the scarcity of studies investigating the stated interaction for nonverbal stimuli,

McGlone (1980)

was not able to

draw conclusions regarding the interaction.

Electroencephalogram Recordings
An electroencephalogram (EEG) recording is the pattern of
electrical activity of each hemisphere
pattern is recorded by placing
along

the top

1972).

and sides

of

in the brain.

electrodes at various points
the head

(Galin &

li elicit

asymmetric electrographic

hemisphere,

lateralized patterns
1971;

Ornstein,

These recordings have been used to investigate hem-

ispheric lateralization in normal subjects.

left

This

Molfese,

whereas

patterns favoring

non-language

favoring the right
Freeman,

&

Language stimu-

stimuli

the

elicit

hemisphere (Cohen,

Palerma,

1975).

The

12
interpretation

of

depends on the

assumption that a difference in

pattern of

is

this

measurement

electrical activity between

sides reflects
brain

results using

the extent to

actively

involved

device

level or in

the left

and right

which each hemisphere
in

processing

the

of the
stimuli

(McGlone, 1980).
According to McGlone (1980), the few EEG studies investigating

the degree

of lateralized

brain activation

during

verbal and nonverbal tasks are inconsistent regarding which,
if either,

gender may be the more asymmetrically organized.

In adults,

evoked potential recording over the temporal re-

gion yielded no

obvious gender differences in

the response

of the left hemisphere to verbal stimuli presented auditorily (Molfese, 1978).
detectable in the

In addition, gender differences are not
amount of alpha activity of

right hemispheres at temporal, parietal,

the left and

or occipital sites

during verbal or visuo-spatial tasks (Tucker, 1976).
In contrast,
ween the left

verbal and nonverbal difference scores betand right hemispheres in

alpha-wave activity

have been related to the

gender of the subject.

Schwartz,

Bromfield (1976)

Mahoney

Pugash,
(1978)

activation

and

claimed

in females,

greater
as

and Rebert

asymmetry in

opposed

Davidson,

to others

and

hemispheric
who

claim

13
greater

hemispheric

Frediani,

asymmetry

& Tucker,

1976;

in

Tucker,

males

(Ray,

Morell,

1976;

Wogen,

Kaplan,

Moore, Sc Epro, 1979).

Lateral Eye Movements
The basic rationale

for lateral eye movements

as a mea-

sure of hemisphere involvement is that when cognitive activity occurs

primarily in one

movements are

hemisphere in the

triggered to the

movements can be

opposite side;

used as an index of

brain,

eye

thus,

eye

the relative activity

of the two hemispheres in an individual (Springer & Deutsch,
1981).

Ray, Georgiou, and Ravizza (1979)

utilized lateral

eye movements to identify a positive correlation between the
choice reaction time scores of right hemisphere dominant females and superior

performance on the Minnesota

Board Test (a measure of spatial ability).

Paper Form

A positive cor-

relation was not identified for left hemisphere dominant females between

choice reaction time

right hemisphere

scores for the

and superior performance on

left or

the Minnesota

Form Board Test; whereas, regardless of hemsipheric involvement,
the

a high positive correlation was obtained for males on
relationship between

hemispheric involvement.

performance on

spatial task

and

14
Tachistoscopic
Stimuli

Presentation of

The tachistoscope is a device which controls the duration
for which

a pattern

or picture is

Tachistoscopic visual
left visual field,
right hemisphere,
jects the

presented on

stimulation presents

which projects

a screen.

stimuli to

the input stimuli to the

or to the right visual field,

input stimuli to

the

the left

which pro-

hemisphere.

Through

asking the subject to identify the stimuli presented,

it is

possible to detect accuracy and differential processing time
required for

the task

within each

hemisphere (Springer

&

Deutsch, 1981).
A right visual field (or
been demonstrated for

left hemisphere)

the identification of words

ters (Bryden, 1965, 1973; Kimura, 1966;
1952).

In

advantage has

contrast,

Mishkin & Forgrays,

nonverbal stimuli yield

field (or right hemisphere)

and let-

left visual

superiorities for location of a

dot in space (Kimura, 1969), enumeration of scattered stimuli (Kimura, 1966;
of line orientation

McGlone & Davidson, 1973), identification
(Kimura & Durnford,

1974),

and depth

perception (Durnford & Kimura, 1971).
Numerous
that

recent

tachistoscopic studies

laterality effects,

with both

have

indicated

verbal and

nonverbal

15
stimuli,
1980).

differ

significantly between

For alphabetic material

(verbal)

genders

(McGlone,

the magnitude of

the right field (left hemisphere) effect is markedly greater
in right-handed males than in right-handed females (Bradshaw
& Gates, 1978; Bradshaw, Gates, & Nettleton, 1977;

Hannay &

Malone, 1976; Kail & Siegel, 1978; Levy & Reid, 1976).
ditionally, two studies

have specifically

by-laterality interaction on verbal

Ad-

examined gender-

tasks which reported no

significant interaction effects (Hannay & Boyer, 1978;

Lee-

hey, Carey, Diamond, & Cahn, 1978).
Tachistoscopically presented nonverbal (spatial) material
frequently yields
hemisphere)

significantly stronger left

advantages in adult,

adult, undergraduate women:

undergraduate men than in

for perception of photographed

faces (Rizzolatti & Buchtel, 1977);
calization,

or enumeration

field (right

of

for the detection,

scattered dots

1977; Kimura, 1969; McGlone & Davidson, 1973);
orientation (Sasanuma & Kobayashi, 1978).

lo-

(Davidoff,
and for line

Two studies have

specifically examined differences in field effects according
to gender;

these

studies have failed to

between the left and right

find differences

hemisphere for the perception of

nonverbal material (Bryden, 1976; Kail & Siegel, 1978).
other studies claimed that there

Two

were no laterality effects

16
related

to

gender

in face

Diamond, & Cahn, 1978;
1977).

In addition,

recognition

Sasanuma, Itoh,

(Leehey,
Mori,

Carey,

& Kobayashi,

no gender differences were determined

for the perception of schematic faces, depth perception, and
hue discrimination

(Patterson &

Bradshaw,

1975;

Pennal,

1977) .

Spatial Abilities
Beginning with young children,

the development of gender

differences in performance on various spatial tasks can best
be understood

when specific

spatial abilities

are clearly

defined and when developmentally appropriate instruments are
utilized to measure the specific
that much research has been
erations,

much of

ability.

Due to the fact

conducted without these consid-

the previous research has

flicting and confusing findings.

Following

produced conis a review of

the types of spatial abilities that have been distinguished,
the tasks commonly assumed to require utilization of spatial
abilities,

and standardized tests

which have been designed

to measure various spatial abilities.

Findings of reported

gender

differences in

the various

tasks

by

performance on

preschool/kindergarten,

.

middle

spatial

childhood,

adolescent, and adult-age individuals will also be reported.
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Within

the

term

spatial

ability,

abilities have been identified.
clude:

numerous

spatial

Some of these abilities in-

perception of three-dimensional objects (Kail, Pel-

legrino, & Carter, 1980; Piatt & Cohen, 1981; Sohlberg & Porat,

1979;

Tapley,

1977);

stimuli (Jahoda, 1981;

memory for position of spatial

Kail & Siegel,

1977);

spatial span

ability, otherwise known as cognitive mapping ability (Orsini, Schiappe & Grossi, 1981; Siegel, 1973); mountain perception ability (Liben, 1981; Minnigerode & Carey, 1974);

spa-

tial egocentrism ability (Rubin, Attewell, Tiernel & Tumolo,
1973);

form discrimination ability (Etaugh & Turton, 1977);

ability to

dissemble figures (Connor,

Schackman

1977; Goodenough & Eagle, 1963; Waber, 1976;

Witkin, 1950);

rod and frame judgment (Berlin & Languis, 1980;
inger,

& Yen,

1975);

horizontal

& Serbin,

Hyde, Geir-

judgments or water level

ability (Fisher, 1980; Johnson, Kelly & Kelly, 1980; Kelly &
Kelly, 1977; Morris, 1971; Walker & Krasnoff, 1978; Williamsen & Reynolds, 1973);
Kelly,

1980);

vertical judgments (Johnson, Kelly &

and mathematical

ability (Benbow & Stanlay,

1980) .
An important emphasis of
has been on disentangling
available evidence

recent factor analytic research
these various subabilities.

demonstrates the

existence of

The

at least
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two

spatial factors,

corresponding

orientation abilities (McGee,

to visualization

1979).

and

Distinctions between

visualization and orientation abilities often become ambiguous due to the fact they are correlated;

in fact, some spa-

tial tests

both visualuzation

have substantial loadings on

and orientation factors (Yen, 1975).

Research on Visualization Ability
Visualization,

or nonanalytic

visual ability,

involves

the ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist, or invert
a pictorially presented stimulus
volves a process of recognition,

object.

This ability in-

retention,

and recall of

the following:
1.

a configuration in which there

is movement among the

internal parts of the configuration,
2.

an object manipulated in three-dimensional space,

3.

the ability to

fold or unfold flat

patterns (McGee,

1979).
Tasks which require visualization, or nonanalytic spatial
ability,

include mazes,

require mental rotation,

form boards,

matching items which

and an estimation of the number of

blocks in a two-dimensional array

which represents a three-

dimensional

a different

array as

seen

from

perspective.
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Tests

which utilize

visualization

tasks

as an

index

of

spatial ability include the Identical Blocks Test (Stafford,
1961),

the Differential Aptitude

Space Test (Bennet,

Sea-

shore, St Wesman, 1947), the Mental Rotations Test (Shepard &
Metzler,
guine,

1971),
1912),

the Seguine-Goddard Form Board
and the Form

Test (Se-

Board Test (French,

Ekstrom &

Price, 1963).
The Identical Blocks Test (IBT)
find the

one block from among

separately that is
test requires
and twist

requires the examinee to

a group of

blocks presented

identical to the original

the subject to mentally

block.

rotate,

three-dimensional objects in

This

manipulate,

order to

match the

original block (Stafford, 1961).
The Differential Aptitude Test test requiring visualization in
on a

two-dimensional plane.

identify the one

Space (DAT-Space)

that patterns are presented
The subject

figure from a collection

matches the sample figure when

is a

is required

to

of figures which

folded into a solid configu-

ration (Bennet, Seashore Sc Wesman, 1947).
The Mental Rotations
the time examinees

Test (MRT)

is designed

require to determine the

to measure

orientation of

two bidimensional pictures in a three-dimensional collection
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of cubes having different
instructed to

orientations.

determine if the two

rotated to become identical in

The examinees are

groups of cubes

can be

orientation (Shepard Sc Metz-

ler, 1971).
The
Test,

Identical Blocks
and the

Test,

the Differential

Mental Rotations Test have

Aptitude

been designed to

measure visualization abilities in adults, and have not been
adapted for use with
tion abilities for

children.

Tests measuring visualiza-

children usually have been

developed by

individual researchers for the specific purposes of a particular study.
The Form Board

Test (FBT)

and the

Seguine-Goddard Form

Board Test(SGFBT) are the primary tests which have been used
to measure

visualization abilities in children

The FBT requires

the subject to indicate which

and adults.
pieces of a

puzzle apparatus fit together to form a given outline.
test is

appropriate for

ages 9 to

16 (French,

This

Ekstrom Sc

Price, 1963).

The SGFBT is a variation of the original FBT.

The

are

subjects

presented with

blocks and a large board
various shapes.
the blocks in

ten

differently

shaped

with recesses corresponding to the

The subjects are

then instructed to place

their correct places as

quickly as possible.

This test is designed for children from 5 to 14 years of age
(Euros, 1978).
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Gender Differences
The previously described tests
ized

measurement

tools for

are the primary standard-

spatial

visualization

tasks.

Through the use of these measurement tools, researchers have
been able to gather information concerning gender differences in performance on spatial visualization tasks.
Even though
male adults

gender differences

are well

much less is

favoring older

established for

visualization tasks,

known regarding gender differences

mance on visualization tasks in

children

school years to

Numerous studies

adolescence.

children's performance

in perfor-

between the

in various visualization

failed to report information

boys and

pre-

assessing
tasks have

concerning gender differences.

Thus, available information has unfortunately produced large
voids in

tracing the development

in gender

differences in

performance on spatial visualization tasks.
Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reported no gender differences
in spatial ability

in a review of

differences in preschool children's
zation tasks.
boys

and

girls

differences.

One study
age
The

3

studies assessing gender
performance on visuali-

(Shipman,
to

4

1971)

years

subjects were

utilizing 1,411

reported

administered

no
the

gender
Johns
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Hopkins Percepual Test (JHPT), which required identification
of a
shape.

geometric shape

identical to

the standard

geometric

A second study conducted by Shipman (1971) reported

no gender differences

when 1,129 subjects 3 to

were tested using the SGFBT.
ported no gender

Kraynak and Raskin (1971) re-

difference on sixty-four 3-

children on a visualization task

to 4-year-old

requiring matching two and

three dimensional geometric objects.
and Dorman (1971)

4 years old

Kubzansky,

Rabelsky,

reported no gender differences on perfor-

mance using two and three dimensional stimulus in sixty-four
3- to 6-year old children.

Strayer and Ames (1972) reported

no gender difference on forty 4- to 5-year-old subjects when
administered a form board task.
Studies of performance on visualization tasks during middle childhood fail to indicate
riority or lack

of superiority for either

(Maccoby Sc Jacklin, 1974).
essed fifty-six
Rod-and-Frame

consistent findings of supe-

7- to

males or females

Ruble and Makamura (1972)

10-year-old children

Test (GRFT)

and two

on the

object assembly

ass-

Gerard
tasks

(i.e., puzzles); the results indicated no gender differences
on the

performance of

(1974)

conducted a study assessing one-hundred twenty 5- to

6-year-old

children

either task.

which

also

Brainerd and

revealed

no

Huevel

gender
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differences.

In

this study,

the subjects

with three three-dimensional objects (i.e..,

were presented
a cube,

a box,

and a cylinder) and were instructed to select from a display
of 21 drawings those three

which would accurately represent

the objects when unfolded.

Caldwell and Hall (1970) report-

ed

no gender

difference

8-year-old subjects

on 4-

to

5-year-old

when they were

and 7-

required to match

standard under different orientations.

to
to a

Smith and Schroeder

(1979) reported no gender difference between forty-two girls
and thirty-six boys, nine years of age, on the Spatial Abilities Visualization Test (SAVT).
Smith and

Litman (1979)

boys on the
subjects

A later study conducted by

reported that

girls outperformed

Spatial Abilities Visualization test

were uninstructed.

When the

only when

subjects were

in-

structed, no differences were determined for the twenty-seven girls and thirty-two boys aged 11 to 13.

However,

boys

showed a statistically significant superiority to girls in a
study utilizing

135 subjects

quired pattern

copying tasks

spatial field (Keogh, 1971).

aged 8 to

9 years

under conditions
Additionally,

better than girls on the Figures, Cards,
of Thurstone's
factors.
of

1963 Kit

of Reference

The three subtests were

232 boys

and 237

(Richmond, 1980).

girls with

which reof expanded

boys performed

and Flags subtests

Tests for

cognitive

administered to a sample
a

mean age

of 10

years
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Adolescent

males

have

usually

performed

adolescent females on visualization

tasks.

better

than

Backman (1972)

reported a gender difference favoring 17-year-old males over
17-year-old
(VRTB);

females

26,708

a Visual

the sample size for

The DAT-Space was
study

on

Droege

Test

Battery

this study was 2,925 subjects.

used as the measurement

conducted by
males and

Reasoning

(1967).

females between

instrument for a

This study
the

ages of

utilized
14 and

17

years; male superiority on performance of the task was found
in

every comparison

Teenage boys

using

the

and their fathers showed

on the IBT in comparison to
(Stafford,
were

Spatial Aptitude

1961).

utilized

in

superior performance

teenage girls and their mothers

A total of 232 subjects,
this

subtest.

study.

14-year-old males performed better

Nash

age 13 to 17,

(1973)

reported

than 14-year-old females

on the DAT-Space.
Adult males have relatively consistently performed better
than adult females on

spatial visualization tasks.

(1965) reported males, age 20 to 59 years,
than females on a maze task.
jects were

utilized for this

Davies

performed better

A combined total of 540 substudy.

Kidd

and Cherymisin

(1965) reported that among 18- to 21-year-old subjects,

the

performance of 100 males was superior to that of 100 females

25
on

the Reversal

Rate Test.

Very

(1967)

reported

male

superiority on cards, cubes, spatial orientation and spatial
relationships tasks in a study utilizing
les and females aged 18 to 21 years.

a total of 355 ma-

Bart, Baxter, and Frey

(1980) reported adult males to perform better than adult females on a pendulum and a horizontality task;
reported no

gender difference

in performance

Board Test, a spatial visualization task.
were 34 males and 34

however, they
on the

Form

Subjects of this

females 18- to 25-year-old undergradu-

ate students.
In summary, adult males have consistently performed superior

to

adult

females

Adolescent males usually

on

spatial

visualization

have been found to

perform better

than adolescent females on visualization tasks.
preschool children
ties,

reveal no

tasks.

Findings in

gender differences

in abili-

and inconsistent finding have been reported from stu-

dies on middle-childhood-age children.

Research on Orientation Ability
The

second major

orientation.
1.

The

type

of

spatial ability

is

spatial

Spatial orientation involves:
understanding

of the

arrangement

within a visual stimulus pattern, or

of

elements
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2.

The

aptitude to

remain unconfused

orientations in which a

by the

changing

spatial configuration may be

presented, or
3.

The ability to determine spatial orientation with respect to one's own body (McGee, 1979).

The primary aspect of spatial
investigated is the aspect
pendence (McGee, 1979).

orientation which has been

of field-independence/ field-deCorrelational studies have consis-

tently demonstrated

a strong relationship between

spatial orientation

and

field- dependence

measures

(Gardner,

Field-independence/

perceptual

Sc Messick,

field-dependence is

1960).

a perceptual

task

differentiate objects from an

context.

field-independent is able to
organized background,

field-independence/

Jackson,

which involves the ability to
organized

of

tests of

An

individual

considered

differentiate objects from the

whereas the field-dependent individu-

al's perception is strongly dominated by the overall organization of the field (Sattler, 1982).
The primary

measures for

field-independence/ field-de-

pendence are the Embedded Figures Test (Witkin,
Rod-and-Frame Test (Goodenough Sc Karp, 1961),
Design

subtest

of

the

(Wechsler, 1955, 1967, 1974).

Wechsler

1950),

the

and the Block

Intelligence

Scales

These measures were designed
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to

assess orientation

abilities in

adults.

Due to

complexity of these original measures, Witkin,

Dyk,

the

Fater-

son, Goodenough, and Karp (1962) determined that young children usually

do not

yet have

the ability

tasks required by these measures.
ate

orientation

tasks

the

Developmentally appropri-

for children

thereby producing several

to perform

have

been

instruments which

compiled,

measure field-

independence/field-dependence in children.
The Embedded Figures Test (EFT)

requires the examinee to

view and store in memory a simple geometric form and then to
recognize the form by identifying it
metric figure (Witkin, 1950).

in a more complex geo-

Karp and Konstadt (1963) have

developed the Children's Embedded Figures
measure of

field-independence/field-dependence in

as young as 5 years of age.
complex and meaningful
embedded,

Test (CEFT)

whereas

figures (Kogan,

bedded Figures Test

stimuli in which simple

figures are

geometric embedded

Coates developed the Preschool Em-

(PEFT)

dence/ field-dependence.

children

The CEFT utilizes a series of

the EFT utilizes all

1976).

as a

as a measure
This test,

of field-indepenin addition

to the

CEFT, utilizes familiar objects rather than geometric shapes
as the stimuli (Coates, 1974).
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The Rod-and-Frame

Test (RFT)

requires the

examinee to

adjust a rod to the vertical position in the absence of cues
other than the luminescent square
rod.

frame which surrounds the

The frame position as well as the position of the ex-

aminee may be tilted in various orientations (Oltman, 1968).
The RFT

has not

been adapted for

use with

children under

subtest of the Wechsler

Adult Intelli-

eight years of age.
The Block Design

gence Scale (BD-WAIS) (Wechsler, 1955)

measures the ability

to perceive and analyze forms by breaking down a design into
its component parts and then

reassemble the component parts

into the identical design in adults.
the BD-WAIS

are the

Block Design

Downward extensions of

subtests of

the Revised

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (BD-WISC-R)
sler,

1974)

Preschool

and

and

(Wechsler,

the Block Design subtest

Primary Scale

1967).

of

(Wech-

of the Wechsler

Intelligence

(BD-WPPSI),

The required tasks are very similar for

the Block Design subtest of each

of the three scales.

The

BD-WPPSI is appropriate for children 4 to 6.6 years old, the
BD-WISC-R is

appropriate for

individuals 6

to 16.6

years

old, and the BD-WAIS is appropriate for individuals 16 to 75
years old (Sattler, 1979).
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Maccoby and

Jacklin (1974)

reviewed the

studies which

reported gender differences in spatial orientation abilities
as

measured primarily

by the

According to this review,

previously described

tests.

usually no gender differences oc-

curred in orientation tasks in the preschool ages, while inconsistent findings were reported between
11.

the ages of 8 and

Male superiority was reported from adolescence through

adulthood.

Gender Differences
Maccoby and

Jacklin (1974)

gender differences

in performance

preschool children.
gender differences

occur for children 3
In a

recent study.

tasks by

concluded that
to 5 years

no

old on

Bishop and Butter-

confirmed this conclusion by reporting no sta-

tistically significant difference in
males and females on the BD-WPPSI;

4 1/2-year-old English

however,

formed slightly better than the females.

the males per-

Coates (1974) re-

viewed a set of studies, primarily unpublished,
identify gender
tasks as

reporting

on orientation

These researchers

the PEFT and CEFT.
worth (1979)

reviewed studies

differences in preschoolers

measured by

the PEFT.

in order to

on orientation

Coates reported

overall

gender differences favoring 3- to 5-year-old girls.

Of the
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nine studies

reviewed,

six

studies reported

performed better than males,
no gender

difference.

that females

whereas three studies reported

Thus,

reported findings

of gender

differences in children on orientation tasks indicate either
no gender difference or a female advantage.
Several studies reporting gender

differences in orienta-

tion ability during middle childhood,
independence/
differences.

as measured by field-

field-dependence tasks,

indicate no

gender

No gender differences were reported by Bigelow

(1971)

in children

CEFT.

Crandall and Lacey (1972) reported no gender differ-

ences on the
Prior to

5 to 10 years old,

as

measured by the

CEFT for children between 6 and

instructed training,

females on the CEFT;

12 years old.

males performed

better than

however, after instructed training, no

gender differences were

detected in a sample

of 133 first,

third, and fifth grade children (Connor, Schackman Sc Serbin,
1977).

A sample of 90 kindergarten, first and second grade

Canadian children revealed no gender differences on the CEFT
(Bowd, 1976).
Schubert

and

Cropley (1972)

between males and females 6 to
No gender
(1977)

differences were

on the BD-WISC-R;

reported

no

differences

15 years old on the BD-WISC.

reported by

Munford and

Munoz

subjects of this study had an age
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range of 7.0 years to
children (24

15.2 years.

females and 15

Thirty-nine first grade

males)

were

administered the

WISC-R and the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test (BVMGT);
significant difference

in accuracy

was determined

males and females (McCarron Sc Horn, 1979).
comparison of black and white
no

statistically

gender

BD-WISC-R (Vance Sc Hankins, 1979).

age of 10.6 years.

between

A between-gender

ethnic group samples revealed

significant

mental age of 10.0 years,

no

difference

on

the

The 60 males had a mean

and the females had a mean mental

Wersh and Briere (1981) reported no gen-

der differences from a sample of 91 children,

mean age 11.5

years, on the BD-WISC-R.
In contrast to previously mentioned studies,
ferences in

spatial orientation

childhood males
Connor,

abilities favoring

have been reported by

Schackman,

Sc Serbin,

gender difmiddle

several researchers.

(1977)

reported that 6- to

10-year-old males out-performed 6- to 10-year-old females on
the CEFT.

Gildemeister and Friedman (1978) reported 16 male

and 9 female subjects, aged 6.2 years to 7.2 years, indicated a gender difference favoring males

on the CEFT and PMAT.

Male

children performed

better

on a

pretest

the CEFT

female first

graders

first grade

administration of
(Connor,

Schackman,

than did

Sc Serbin,

1977).

Fagot and Littman
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(1976) reported a gender difference on the CEFT;
6- and 10-year-old males made

twenty-six

fewer errors than correspond-

ing females.
Keogh and Ryan (1971) reported a difference in subjects 7
years of age favoring boys on the RFT.
and Karp (1967)

Witkin, Goodenough,

reported that 8- and 13-year-old males per-

formed better than corresponding females
gan, McManis, and Melchert (1971)

on the RFT.

Ber-

reported male superiority

on the BD-WISC from a sample of 8-year-old subjects.
A gender difference favoring males was reported by Karnes
and Brown (1979)

in a sample

of 946 gifted students aged 6

to 16 years on the BD-WISC-R.

Jahoda (1979) reported a gen-

der difference favoring males, second to seventh grades,
a block construction task.
tion ability

One study has reported orienta-

gender differences favoring

gluck and Mearini (1969)

on

females.

Immer-

reported female superiority on the
«

EFT on a sample of one hundred twenty 9-year-olds.
Maccoby and Jacklin's (1974)
gender differences in spatial
childhood subjects
children's
findings

orientation ability of middle

concluded that

ability until
reported

review of studies reporting

were

the

age

no differences
of eight;

inconsistent.

exist in

thereafter,

However,

the
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previously

reviewed

studies indicate

that

no

consistent

superiority or lack of superiority can be concluded with respect to

middle childhood subjects' performance

on spatial

orientation tasks.
Researchers investigating field-independence/field-dependence in adolescent-age individuals

usually report male su-

periority;

occasionally, however, no gender differences are

reported.

Schwartz and Karp (1967)

ference of male superiority

reported a gender dif-

in 17-year-old individuals when

admnistered the EFT.

Utilizing the

tool,

reported male superiority in a sample

of deaf
(1969)

Fiebert (1967)
12-,

15-,

reported

male and female

tasks.

and 18-year-old

on a

sample of

individuals.

and Mearini (1969)

difference in 11- and 13-year-old

on disembedding

reported

no gender

individuals on the EFT in

a sample of one-hundred twenty 9-, 11-,
dividuals.

better than

Several studies have reported no gen-

for adolescent individuals

Immergluck

Okonji

thirthy-three 12-year-old

individuals that males perform

females on the CEFT.
der differences

EFT as the measurement

and 13-year old in-

The 9-year-old females performed better than the

9-year-old males on the EFT.
Studies reporting gender
males on the RFT are

differences favoring adolescent

consistently reported.

Saarni (1973)
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reported

10- to

15-year-old

males

performed superior

females in a sample of 64 individuals;
was the RFT.
12-, 15-,

Fiebert (1967)

differences

the measurement tool

reported male superiority in

and 18-year-old deaf individuals on the RFT.

1973, Silverman, Buchsbaum,
in

to

In

and Stierlin reported no gender

performance

on

the

RFT

17-year-old patients with behavior disorders;

in

fourteen

however, male

siblings of the patients with behavior disorders, aged 13 to
20,

performed superior

to female

Schwart and Karp (1967)
ing males

in 17-year-

sibilings

on the

RFT.

reported a gender difference favorold individuals

as measured

by the

RFT.
The Block Design subtest of
are tools which
ferences in

the WISC,

have been utilized to

orientation ability of

WISC-R,

and WAIS

identify gender dif-

adolescent individuals.

A study conducted by Weinberg and Rabinowitz (1979) reported
gender differences favoring males on the BD-WISC in a sample
of forty-eight 12cents.
the

to 19-year- old male

Males performed better than females on the BD-WAIS;

sample was

graders (Backman,

composed of
1972).

to 11-,

and

9- to

2,925 male
However,

differences were determined
6-

and female adoles-

and female twelfth

no mean overall gender

on the BD-WISC for

12-year-old

11- to 14-,

subjects (Schubert

Sc
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Cropley, 1962).

Munford and Munoz (1977)

also reported no

gender difference on a sample of 10 male and 10 female 7- to
15-year-old subjects on the BD-WISC or the BD-WISC-R.

Thus,

adolescent males usually are reported to perform better than
females on field-independence/ field-dependence tasks.
Studies which empirically demonstrate

adult male superi-

ority in field-independence include the following.

Schwartz

and Karp (1967) report a gender difference of male superiority on the RFT and EFT in a sample of 30- to 39-year-old individuals.

Bogo, Winget, and Gleser (1970) report male su-

periority in 18- to 21-year-old
RFT.

Kato (1965)

reported male superiority in a sample of

sixty 18- to 21-year-old male
dicated by the RFT.
one hundred

individuals on the portable

and female individuals as in-

In 1965, Vaught reported on a sample of

eighty 10-

to 21-year-old

that males perform better than

males and

females,

females on the RFT.

Okonji

(1969) also reported male superiority on the RFT with a sample of twenty-five 21and Chance (1965)

to 27-year-old subjects.

reported male

superiority in a sample of

twenty-six 18- to 21-year-old males
Sarason and Minard (1962)

Goldstein

and females on the EFT.

reported male superiority for 18-

to 21- year-old male and female

subjects as measured by the

BD-WISC.

(1977)

Turner and Willerman

reported that males
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score significantly higher than females on the BD-WAIS.
the 521 adults tested,

the mean

males and 37.4 for females.

Of

average score was 40.3 for

Royer (1978)

developed three

substitution subtests for the WAIS which differed in the relative amount

of figural

Men performed

better than women on

greatest amount
this study,

and spatial

of spatial

orientation stimuli.

the form which

had the

orientation information.

62 females and

92 male college

For

students were

utilized.
Recently other studies have
trated no

been conducted which demons-

gender difference on

the EFT for

adult samples.

Johnson, Flinn, and Tyer (1979) reported that no gender difference was determined in 82
sured by the EFT.
difference in

undergraduate students as mea-

Bush and Ecker (1980) reported no gender

20 male and

25 female college

administered the Form B of the EFT.

students when

Additionally, no gender

differences were reported between 409 male and female undergraduates on the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT)
Wright, 1981).
male superiority

(Lusk Sc

Thus, the majority of studies indicate adult
on orientation

RFT, EFT, and BD-WAIS;
have been reported.

tasks as

infrequently,

measured by

the

no gender differences,
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Reviewing
both types

the studies

reporting

of spatial abilities,

outline for the
is revealed.

gender differences

a

in

moderately predictable

emergence of the difference

in performance

Although several studies may be cited which do

not support the expected outline, gender differences tend to
emerge in the following sequence:
kindergartners;

in middle childhood, the results range from

no difference to
occurrence

tendency toward male advantage;

of male

adolescence,

no difference exists in

advantage

is shown

and a consistent male

to

a strong

be present

in

advantage is present in

adults.
The difficulty in outlining

a developmental sequence for

the emergence of gender differences
alization and
lack of

orientation tasks

homogeneity between

which contributes

to the

in performance on visu-

can be

attributable to

studies reporting

a

information

developmental sequence.

In the

past, the outline has been traced in a vicarious manner with
bits of pieces

of numerous studies cited to

gate positions related to the outline.
of differentiation for precise

delineation

for

measurement

complicated the outline.

Additionally, a lack

spatial tasks,

cies in age ranges and age comparisons,

support or ne-

inconsisten-

and a lack of clear

instruments

have

further

In order to accurately outline the
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development of the difference,
task should

be considered;

measured at various ages
mentally

it seems that the individual

the

individual task

should be

throughout development by develop-

appropriate instruments.

Until studies

provide

consistency in measurement and design, confusing conclusions
seem to be inevitable with respect to the developmental outline.

Relationship Between Spatial Abi1ity
and Brain Lateralization
Major Theories Explaining the Relationship
Several hypotheses

have been

explain the roles of the left

proposed which

and right hemisphere on vari-

ous cognitive functions and how
may influence male and female
The three
and

1972),

the role of the hemispheres

performance on various tasks.

major hypotheses are

Gray hypothesis
and

the

(1972),

greater

attempt to

referred to as
the

male

the Buffery

Levy hypothesis

lateralization

(1968,

hypothesis

(Harshman Sc Remington, 1974).

Buffery and Gray Hypothesis
Buffery and Gray (1972)
teral neural

state

activity mediating

that "an originally bilalinguistic skill

progres-
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sively lateralizes

over the early

years to

(usually)

the

left cerebral hemisphere, in which a relatively dormant, but
structurally

predisposed

waiting to subserve it."

speech
This

perception

mechanism

structural mechanism is more

developed in the female than male brain of the same age,
the lateralization

of language

female superiority in

is

function indicates

verbal tasks and male

so

earlier

superiority in

spatial tasks.
Linguistic

skill probably

neural mechanisms;

requires

intricate

such mechanisms could benefit from being

subserved by specific structures
and localized

fast and

with a clearly lateralized

cerebral representation.

However,

spatial

skill may benefit from a more bilateral cerebral representation.

Thus, a consequence of the less well lateralized cer-

ebral representation of

linguistic skill in the

might be a more bilateral
skill than

male brain

cerebral representaton of spatial

can be achieved in

the female brain

(Buffery Sc

Gray, 1972).
Specifically the Buffery and
left

cerebral

lateralization

established earlier in girls than
this

earlier left

bilateral

Gray hypothesis states that
for

in boys;

cerebral dominance,

spatial function

verbal

which in

function

is

thus because of

females have
turn causes

less

females'
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spatial skill

to be less

developed than males.

In other

words, gender differences in spatial ability can only be understood as a consequence of
misphere lateralization.
to explain

gender differences in left he-

This hypothesis

gender differences in

is designed only

early childhood,

not in

adulthood.
Substantial evidence
aspect of the

is available

Buffery and Gray hypothesis,

language development

at

found to
tions.

boys,

least through the

be more

the first

(i.e.,

in females than males).

their first words sooner than
laries,

to support

likely to

faster

Girls speak

develop larger vocabu-

early years,
use mature

and

have been

sentence construc-

Also, a gender difference has been documented in ar-

ticulation of words (Kinsbourne, 1978).
Buffery (1971)

presented evidence

aspect of the hypothesis.
bined the techniques of

to support the second

An intermodal matching task com-

tachistoscopic presentation to both

visual fields with that of dichotic listening.
ly,

a

conflict drawing test

jects.

The Conflict

subjects to
right hands.
the shapes

A

was administered to

Drawing Test

draw geometric

requires right

shapes with

both the

comparison is made of the

with each

hand.

Additional-

The

the subhanded
left and

ability to draw

majority of

the females
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showed a left hand advantage, as compared to the males,

for

the drawing of well proportioned squares across the ages investigated in

the study,

whereas the

right hand to left hand superiority
thus,

indicating an earlier

males changed

from

only by 7 years of age,

right hemisphere dominance for

spatial processing in females than males.
Buffery interpreted

the results from the

experiments as

evidence of stronger language

lateralization occurring ear-

lier in girls

He further

than in boys.

language lateralizaton

occurs earlier

suggested that if

and progresses

more

quickly in the female brain than in the male brain, the nondominant cerebral hemisphere (usually the right) is freer in
females

than in

functions.

males to

subserve

nonverbal and

spatial

Therefore, girls would be expected to show ear-

lier left hand superiority on spatial tasks.

Levy Hypothesis
The Levy hypothesis presents a

theory concerning gender-

related cognitive differences in brain lateralization.
theory
attained

suggests that
when

one

maximal
hemisphere,

intellectual functioning
usually

the

left,

This
is
is

specialized for analytic and verbal functions, and the other
hemisphere,

usually the right,

is specialized for gestalt
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and spatial functioning (Levy, 1970;
1968).

The

foundation of

Levy's work in

Levy-Agresti Sc Sperry,

the Levy

hypothesis came

1970 which tested the functions

of the left

and right hemisphere in commissurotomy patients.
rotomy patients are persons whom,

from

Commissu-

through a surgical proce-

dure, have had the connection between the left and right hemispheres in the brain,

the

corpus callosum,

severed as a

treatment for epilepsy.

From the findings on commissurotomy

patients, Levy and Sperry hypothesized that strong lateralization results in maximal cerebral organization.

Levy test-

ed her hypothesis on male graduate students and postdoctoral
fellows

by comparing

less well

left-handed subjects

(assumed to

be

lateralized than right-handers)

to right-handed

subjects (assumed to be more lateralized).

Levy's findings

revealed that the left

handed males performed significantly

poorer than the right-handed males on the performance of the
full scale of the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale.
mation was not

provided regarding performance of

Infor-

the subs-

cales of the WAIS.
From the findings of the
male right-

and left-handed subjects.

hypothesis of
(Levy,

commissurotomy patients and the

1974).

Levy

gender related differences
This

theory

formulated her

in lateralization

of gender-related

cognitive
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differences has

two aspects.

develop because women have
verbal function;

First,

gender

differences

more bilateral representation of

and second, because strong hemispheric la-

teralization results in maximal

cerebral organization,

fe-

males perform more poorly on spatial tasks (Levy, 1974).

Greater Male
pothesis
The third

Lateralization

Hy-

major theory of gender-related

ferences in brain lateralization is
alization hypothesis

the greater male later-

(Harshman Sc Remington,

theory has three major propositions.
proposes cerebral

1974).

This

First, the hypothesis

lateralization is favorable

performance on intellectual tasks.
sis proposes that

cognitive dif-

for superior

Secondly, this hypothe-

females are more verbally

bilateral than

males, and finally, that females are more spatially bilateral than males.
Several other theories regarding brain lateralization may
be found in the literature.

However, these theories do not

attempt to expalin an individual's performance on a specific
task,

(i.e.,

a spatial

task or a

relates to brain lateralization.
gender

differences

is

not

language task)

as it

In addition, the issue of

clearly

addressed

in

these
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additional theories.

Therefore,

these

theories will

be

omitted from this review.

Review of the Research Assessing
the Relationship

McGlone (1980) has recently reviewed the available literature on gender

differences in patterns of

hemisphere spe-

cialization.

She concludes that the data indicate that ma-

les

lateralized than

are more

would provide

support for

females.

the greater

This

conclusion

male lateralization

hypothesis which indicates that males have speech and verbal
functions

represented more

sphere and
hemisphere;

exclusively in

the left

visuospatial functions represented in

hemi-

the right

whereas, females have speech, verbal, and spa-

tial functions represented in both

the left and right hemi-

spheres.
There are

several studies assessing the

hemispheric activation and spatial
high spatial ability,

ability.

relationship of
In males with

faster reaction times and higher per-

formance scores on paper-folding or picture completion tasks
were positively correlated with

right hemisphere activation

as measured by EEG asymmetry (Furst,
Semen, St Cole, 1981)
1980).

Ray, et al.

1979;

Ray,

Newcombe,

or cerebral blood flow (Gur Sc Reivich,
(1981)

found that correlations between
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spatial ability

and hemispheric

activation for

both high and low spatial ability,
cant;

however,

low

females of

were low and nonsignifi-

spatial ability males did

better with

greater left hemisphere activation.
Studies examining

the relationship of

lateralization to

field-independence/ field-dependence have frequently found a
positive relationship.

Pizzamiglio (1974) found that groups

of subjects selected on the

basis of having large right-ear

advantage on a dichotic listening test were more field-independent on two of three spatial tests than those individuals
with minimal

asymmetries.

sults separately

Pizzamiglio did not

by gender.

Oltman,

report re-

Ehrlichman

and Cox

(1977) found significant correlations for both males and females between EFT performance
lateralization of
(1978)

and greater left-visual-field

face perception.

Zoccolotti

and Oltman

found field-independence in a male sample associated

with faster reaction time in the

right visual field on let-

ter discrimination and in the left visual field on face discrimination.
Evidence

that

being

more

fully

lateralized

is

advantageous for

spatial functioning has

by Waber (1976).

She administered a dichotic listening test

of phoneme

identification as

a measure

been investigated

of lateralization.
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The BD-WISC, the CEFT,
as measures
boys and

of spatial

girls.

greater degree

and the PMAT-Space were administered
ability to

Waber reported

a sample

of adolescent

that the group

of lateralization was

showing a

also superior

on the

tasks of spatial abilities.
Kimura (1969) reported in a tachistoscopic study that females, more frequently than males, enumerate dots accurately
when tachistoscopically presented in the right visual field.
This suggests that the left
tance

in spatial

Sherman (1974)
to be

functions

reported the

less accurate when the

hemisphere is of greater imporfor

females than

males.

performance of female subjects
RFT was oriented to

jects' right rather than left hemisphere,
the opposite was true.

for

the sub-

whereas for males

Rudel (1974) reported that girls de-

veloped more slowly in performance

of right hemispheric de-

pendent tasks and girls more than

boys depended on left he-

misphere mediation for such tasks.
Lansdell (1961)

reported that

in temporal lobectomy pa-

tients the left lobectomy impaired judgment of design in females

while right

lobectomy

The reverse was true for

males.

that after left side temporal
scores than

improved female

performance.

Lansdell (1968)

lobectomy,

males on the- Block Design and

reported

females had lower
Object Assembly
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subtests of the
lobectomy,

whereas

side temporal
Meyer and

reported that after left-sided lobectomy there

of a spatial deficit

after right-sided lobectomy,
for males than for females.
males require involvement

depend on the

for females than

for males;

there was more spatial deficit
These findings suggest that fe-

of both hemispheres of

in order to perform spatial

tasks.

after right

males had lower scores than females.

Jones (1957)
was more

WAIS,

tasks,

the brain

whereas males primarily

right hemisphere in order

to perform spatial

Therefore, these studies support the notion that fe-

males are more spatially bilateral than males.
According to McGlone and Kertesz (1973), males with right
cerebral damage tended to show greater impairment in performance on the
age.

BD-WAIS than females with

Females with left-sided damage

cantly greater impairment

right cerebral damdid not show signifi-

on the Block Design

males with left-sided damage,

however

subtest than

the findings were in

that direction.
Witelson (1974)
pheric

was the first researcher to study hemis-

specialization

for

tactual perception in children
individuals.
Dichaptic

Witelson

Stimulation

linguistic

and

nonlinguistic

and in neurologically intact

devised
Technique

a
to

technique
assess

called
the

the

relative
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participation of the left and

right hemispheres in a sample

of 47 right-handed boys between the

ages of 6 and 14.

The

dichaptic stimulation technique requires the subject to simultaneously feel two objects with meaningless shapes,
out visual input.

Upon dichaptic examination,

is asked to identify the two

with-

the subject

shapes from among a collection

of six visually displayed shapes (Springer Sc Deutsch, 1981).
No females were included in Witelson's (1974) study.

Witel-

son reported that nonlinguistic tactile information was more
efficiently processed

in the right

hemisphere than

left in neurologically intact individuals.
sphere specialization

for nonlinguistic

in the

The right hemitactual perception

was found to be present in 6-year-olds.
Witelson (1976)

later examined gender differences in use

of the

right hemisphere for

study,

she utilized the

spatial processing.

In this

Dichaptic Stimulation Technique on

200 right-handed male and female children.

Twenty-five sub-

jects of each gender within each two year interval from 6 to
13 years were utilized.

Witelson

concluded that boys per-

formed in a manner consistent with right hemisphere specialization at

6-years-old.

Girls

demonstrated evidence

bilateral representaton until the age of 13.
suggest
females.

greater participation

of the

of

These findings

left hemisphere

for
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McGlone and

Davidson (1973)

assessed the

between cerebral speech laterality
special reference to gender of
Subjects for this study were

relationship

and spatial ability with

subject and hand preference.

divided into two groups.

The

first group consisted of 22 males and 16 females with a mean
age of 16.8 years.

The second

group consisted of 31 males

and 30 females with a mean age of 20.2 years.

The subjects

were assessed with PMAT-Space, the BD-WAIS, and the Dichotic
Words Test

(DWT).

The researchers concluded

nonverbal cerebral

dominance may be more

dependent in males

than females.

viewed in

that visual,

right hemispheric

When these

relation to females' poorer

findings are

spatial performance,

they support the notion that processing visuo-spatial activity by the left hemisphere is disadvantageous as compared to
processing by the right hemisphere.
The evidence, in general,
males utilize the
functioning than
rely more

supports the position that fe-

left cerebral hemisphere more
males.

on the right

Evidence also indicates
hemisphere for

in spatial
males to

spatial functioning

than females (McGlone, 1980; Sherman, 1978).
According
suggest that

to Witkin

(1975)

evidence

experiential and environmental

an individual's performance

is available

to

factors affect

on the Block Design

subtest of
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the WISC

and the EFT.

finding is accurate,

Based

on the assumption

that this

these variables may contribute to per-

formance on various cognitive tasks.

Thus, it may be impor-

tant to investigate these variables in addition to lateralization

in

order

differences in

to

explain

individual

and/or

hemispheric lateralization as it

gender

relates to

spatial tasks.
Relatively recent attention has
ing to explain the relationship
der differences

been devoted to attempt-

between laterality and gen-

in performance on various

cognitive tasks.

The Buffery and Gray hypothesis has definitely been rejected
by the current literature.
adequately supported.

The Levy hypothesis has been in-

The greater

male lateralization hy-

pothesis seems to best explain the available evidence.
aspect of

this which

proposes bilateral

representation of

verbal ability is not supported by the data;
other two aspects

The

of the theory have been

however,

the

supported by the

data.
Rationale
After reviewing the literature
ences in performance on spatial

concerning gender differtasks,

the need is obvious

for studies which provide consistent definitions and consistent measurement

instruments for

various spatial

tasks in
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development from childhood to adulthood.

In addition, upon

exaination of the various theories of gender- related cognitive differences in cerebral organization, the need is clear
for a study which directly assesses the relationship between
gender differences in

performance on spatial tasks

and de-

gree of maximal cerebral involvement as determined by degree
of laterality.

Previously alluded to, this relationship is

a key aspect of the Levy
alization theory;

theory and the greater male later-

further investigation into this relation-

ship will provide much needed information for the substantiation or rejection of these theories.
The relationship

between the gender differences

formance on spatial tasks and

in per-

the degree of cerebral later-

alization has been assessed in a circuitous manner with neurologically

intact

individuals

available across ages (i.e.,
purpose of this
study

to assess

spatial tasks and

and

information

childhood to adulthood).

study is to fill the need
the

is

relationship

not
The

for an empirical

between performance

degree of laterality in males

females, in neurologically intact individuals,

on

as well as
and in indi-

viduals at various ages in an attempt to trace the relationship across development.
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The specific hypotheses for this study are:
1.

Hemisphere differences in speed of spatial processing
will be related to age and gender as follows:
a) No significant hemisphere differences
spatial processing
males or

in speed of

will be obtained

females in

among either

the kindergarten

and fourth

grade.
b) No significant hemisphere differences
spatial processing

in speed of

will be obtained

among eighth

and twelfth grade females.
c) Eighth and

twelfth grade males will

process spa-

tial information significantly more efficiently in
the right than in the left hemisphere.
2.

The frequency with which

individuals are categorized

as left or right hemisphere

dominant will be related

to age and gender as follows:
a) Males and

females in the kindergarten

and fourth

grades will not differ in the frequency with which
they

are

categorized

as

right

versus

left

hemisphere dominant.
b) Females in the eighth and

twelfth.grades will not

differ in the frequency with

which they are cate-

gorized as right versus left hemisphere dominant.
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c) Eighth and twelfth grade males will more frequently

be categorized

as

right hemisphere

dominant

than left hemisphere dominant.
3.

Age and gender will be

related to spatial ability as

follows:
a) No significant gender differences in spatial ability will be obtained among kindergarten and fourth
grade subjects.
b) Males

will exhibit

ability

than females

significantly higher
in the

eighth and

spatial
twelfth

grades.
4.

Among right hemisphere
task performance),

dominant subjects(for spatial

age and gender will be related to

spatial ability as follows:
a) Kindergarten and
will

not differ

fourth grade

males and

significantly

in the

females
frequency

with which subjects are categorized as high or low
spatial ability.
b) Eighth and
in

the

twelfth grade females will
frequency

with

which

not differ

subjects

are

categorized as high versus low spatial ability.
c) Eighth

and

twelfth

grade

males

will

be

more

frequently categorized as high than as low spatial
ability.
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5.

Among right hemisphere dominant subjects (for spatial
task performance),

age and gender will be related to

spatial ability as follows:
a) Among kindergarten

and fourth grade male

and fe-

male subjects, degree of right hemisphere lateralization will not be significantly related to level
of performance on spatial ability tasks.
b) Among eighth and twelfth grade females,

degree of

right hemisphere lateralization will not be significantly related

to level of performance

on spa-

tial ability tasks.
c) Among eighth

and twelfth grade males,

right hemisphere

lateralization will

cantly positively related to
on spatial ability tasks.

degree of
be signifi-

level of performance

CHAPTER II
METHODS

Subjects
Males and females
this study.

The

and twelfth grade
females.

A

from four age groups

were utilized in

kindergarten, fourth grade, eighth grade,
samples were composed of 20

total of 40 subjects

males and 20

at each of the

four age

levels produced a total of 160 subjects, 80 males and 80 females.

Three subjects were eliminated because their choice

reaction time
left and

(CRT)

scores were

right hemispheres.

exactly the same

Rather than

for the

randomly assign

these individuals to a category, they were eliminated.
Approximately one half of the subjects from each age level were contacted through and enrolled in the Lubbock Christian School.

The balance of

through the Lubbock Soccer

the subjects

Association,

were contacted

soccer teams,

Texas Tech University Child Development Center,
group of a local religious

organization.

the

and a youth

Each subject was

Anglo American, right-handed, and lived in Lubbock, Texas.
The subjects within the
5.2

years and

6.8

kindergarten sample were between

years of

age
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and

were all

currently
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enrolled in a kindergarten program.

The subjects within the

fourth grade sample were between 9.1
Subjects in

the eighth grade

14.9 years of age.

and 10.8 years of age.

sample were between

13.2 and

The twelfth grade sample was composed of

individuals between 17.0 to 19.2 years of age.

Measures
The Seguine-Goddard

Form Board Test

Test were the two age-appropriate
alization ability

used in this

and the

Form Board

measures of spatial visustudy.

In

addition,

the

Children's Embedded Figures Test, The Embedded Figures Test,
and the Block Design subtest of the WPPSI,
WAIS were the five age-appropriate
ientation ability.

measures

Tachistoscopically

shapes were utilized as the

WISC-R,

and the

of spatial or-

presented geometric

index for hemispheric laterali-

zation.

Spatial Visualization Abilities
The

SGFBT and

the FBT

were

the spatial

ability measures used in this study.
the kindergarten and fourth grade

visualization

The SGFBT was used for

samples,

and the FBT was

used for the eighth grade and twelfth grade samples.
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Seguine-Goddard Form Board Test
The Seguine-Goddard Form Board Test,
of

the original

Form Board

ability in children 5 to 14

Test,

a downward extension

measures

visualization

years of age (Ekstrom,

1976).

This test was composed of 10 geometrical figures and a large
board which had corresponding recesses
shapes.

to the 10 removeable

The subject's task was to replace the 10 shapes to

their corresponding place on the
formed this

task three times

board.

Each subject per-

utilizing only

his/her right

hand to replace the shapes.
Prior to
covered the
cloth.

the child's beginning

the test,

shapes which were taken

the examiner

from the board

with a

The examiner gave the following instructions:

"Your

job is to put these pieces into the board in the places where they belong as

fast as you can.

hand to put the shapes back
right hand).
Do

you have

in the board.

any questions?"

the

The examiner

stopwatch and

process was

times to play this game.

The examiner

the child to begin

the children replaced

only use this

into the board (pointing to the

You will have three

cloth and instructed

You may

the elapsed

the

putting the shapes

started the stop watch.

all 10 shapes,

repeated two more

took away

the

When

examiner stopped

time

was recorded.

times.

The score

This
for this
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test was the one, of three trials,

which required the least

amount of time (Cole, Burkheimer, Sc Steinberg, 1968).

Form Board Test
The Form Board Test (Ekstrom,
and pencil measure of spatial

et al.,

1976)

is a paper

visualization ability for in-

dividuals 9 to 16 years of age.

The subject was required to

decide which of five shaded pieces fit together to produce a
given outline.
under the

The

subject was instructed to

shapes that were utilized,

shapes that were

not utilized.

mark a

and a "-"

A time limit

"+"

under the

of eight mi-

nutes was set for participation on this test.

The examiner

instructed the subject to read the written directions located on the front of the test.
nutes and
test was

A timer was set for eight mi-

the examiner left the
the number of

room.

The score

shape sequences

minus the number marked correctly.

for the

marked incorrectly

A constant of 50 was ad-

ded to each raw score.
The SGFBT
this study

and the FBT
because they

attempt to measure.
because

they

are

appropriate spatial

were selected for
in the

concepts they

In addition, these tests

were selected

the

are similar

utilization in

primary

tests

which

assess

visualization abilities across

span investigated in this study.

age

the age
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Spatial Orientation Abilities
An Embedded Figures test and

a Block Design subtest were

administered to each subject of this study.
EFT, the BD-WPPSI, BD-WISC-R,
tered
and

as measures
spatial

The CEFT,

and the BD-WAIS were adminis-

of field-independence/

orientation ability.

field-dependence

The

kindergarten

fourth grade samples were administered the CEFT;
grade and twelfth

grade samples were administered

The kindergarten sample was
fourth

and

eighth

grade

the

the eighth
the EFT.

administered the BD-WPPSI;
samples

were

and

administered

the
the

BD-WISC-R; and the twelfth grade sample was administered the
BD-WAIS.

Children's Embedded Figures Test
The Children's Embedded Figures Test (Goodenough Sc Eagle,
1963)

was designed

to measure field-independence/field-de-

pendence in children 5 to 12 years of age.

The CEFT is com-

posed of two series, a tent series and a house series.

The

tent series was composed of 11 items which required the subject to locate a simple form which was embedded in a complex
stimulus figure.
utilized

in which

In addition,
a

a

14-item house series was

house-like simple

located in a more complex

figure

stimulus figure.

was to

be

Responses were
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scored either 1 or 0.

A score of 1 was given only when the

first choice was correct.
ber of

items passed;

The total score equalled the numtwenty-five was

the maximum

score

(Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough Sc Karp, 1962).
Reliability estimates for the CEFT were obtained from the
standardization samples (male and female individuals ranging
in age from 5 to 12 years).
ty estimates,
range

from .83

based on

Internal consistency reliabili-

participants aged

to .90 (Weintraub,

7 to

12 years,

1972).

A test-retest

study assessing the performance of children

5 to 6 years of

age on the CEFT reported a

Pearson correlation of .87;

the

time interval for the test-retest was six months (Weintraub,
1972).
The only validity estimates reported on the CEFT are concurrent validity

estimates using the

EFT as

measure using only 9- to 12-year-old subjects.
between the CEFT and
subjects

were .83

the EFT for the 11 and

.86,

10-year- old subjects had lower
respecitvely (Weintraub, 1972).

the criterion
Correlations

and 12 -year-old

respectively.
correlations,

The

9-

and

.70 and .73,
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Embedded Figures Test
The Embedded
into Form A and
study.

Figures Test (Witkin,
Form B.

1950)

Only Form A was

is separated

utilized in this

Form A consists of 12 complex colored figures, each

of which contains one of eight simple figures.
The subject was seated on
the examiner so

the

side of the table next to

that the examiner could

present the cards

and observe the subject's tracing easily.
gave the following verbal instructions.
you a series

of colored designs.

The examiner then
"I am going to show

I will then

show you a

simple form which is contained

in that larger design.

will then

design again,

be given the larger

will be to locate the simple form in it."
sented the practice complex figure.

are to

"I will now show you the colored
find the simple

found the

form in it.

simple form let me

simple form

know,

with this stylus."

your job

The examiner pre-

She then covered it by

placing the practice simple form over it.
said

and

You

The examiner then

design again and you
As soon as
and start

The examiner

you have

tracing the
proceeded in

this manner on all figures in Form A (12 items).
This task was timed by
started from

the examiner.

zero as"soon as

The stopwatch was

the simple form

was removed.
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The examiner

stopped the watch

outlined the simple

form.

when the

subject correctly

The subject's score

mined in the following manner.

was deter-

The time required for solu-

tion on each item was converted into seconds and recorded on
the score sheet.
seconds.

Failed items were entered as requiring 180

The mean solution time for the items was the sub-

ject's score for the test.
Reliability coefficients for the EFT,

whether calculated

by the odd-even, test-retest, or analysis of variance method
are excellent.
dies

The median coefficient for 10 different stu-

reporting reliability

estimates

on

the EFT

is

.91

(Gough, 1965).
The CEFT and the EFT were

selected for use in this study

because they provided measurement instruments across the age
span investigated in this

study.

and the EFT were selected

Addditionally,

the CEFT

because they provided a reliable

instrument for the measurement of spatial orientation ability.

Block Design Subtest of the WPPSI
The Wechsler Preschool and
(WPPSI)

is designed for use

Primary Scale of Intelligence
with children between the ages
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of 4 to 6 1/2 years

(Wechsler,

the following 11 subtests:

1967).

The WPPSI contains

Information, Vocabulary, Arith-

metic. Similarities, Comprehension, Sentences,
pletion, Mazes,
Design.

Block Design,

^

Picture Com-

Animal House,

and Geometric

A factor analysis of the WPPSI, using the standard-

ization sample,

yielded two principal factors:

performance (Carlson Sc Reynolds, 1980).

The

verbal and

verbal factor

is represented by the Vocabulary, Comprehension, Arithmetic,
Similarities,

and Sentences subtests.

These subtests com-

c
f

prise the Verbal Scale.
ed by the Block Design,

The performance factor is repesentMazes, Geometric Design,

Completion, and Animal House subtests.
le is

composed by

the subtests

Picture

The Performance Sca-

of the

performance factor

(Sattler, 1979).
The reliabilities of the Full Scale (all of the subtests)
and the Performance Scale of the
dual subtests,

1969).

as well as indivi-

were estimated by the split-half correlation

coefficient corrected by the
tain,

WPPSI,

The average

Spearman-Brown formula

(Brit-

reliability coefficient for the

Full Scale is .96. The Performance Scale has an average reliability

coefficient

coefficient for the
sler, 1963).

of .93.

The

average

reliability

Block Design subtest is .82.

(Wech-

)
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Since the publication of
validity studies have been
the WPPSI and

the WPPSI

and the WISC,

1979).

Individuals participating

in the BD-WPPSI

to reproduce designs using flat

and from cards

Studies correlating

have reported correlations ranging

to .90 (Sattler,

were produced by

several concurrent

conducted.

the Stanford-Binet,

the WPPSI and the WISC-R
from .41

the WPPSI,

blocks.

the examiner for the
for the last three.

were required

The model designs
first seven designs,

The

examiner gave the

following instructions to each child:
"You see these blocks - they
and white

on the other.

I

like this.

(Point to

Watch me."

The examiner

plained each step.

|

are painted red on one side

am going to put

the model

them together

created by

slowly copied

experimenter)

the model

and ex-

After a brief pause, the examiner scram-

bled the arrangement.

The examiner then replaced the blocks

as a model and said to the child "Now you make one just like
this."

This

was the process

for the first

seven designs.

For Item 8, the examiner said, "Now I want to see if you can
put the

blocks together

picture on the card.

so that

Watch me."

assembling the blocks from the
and 10,

\

they will

look like

the

The examiner demonstrated

model picture.

For Items 9

the examiner instructed the participant to "Put the

blocks together to make them look like this picture."

-^
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Each item

of the Block

first four items

Design subtest was

were given a maximum of

timed.

The

30 seconds.

The

next two items were given a maximum of 45 seconds,
lowing two items were allowed 60 seconds,
two items were allowed 75 seconds.

and the remaining

A score of two was given

for a successful performance on the first trial,
one on the second trial,
als were failed.

the fol-

a score of

and a score of zero when both tri-

The maximum score was 20 (Wechsler, 1963).

Block Design Subtest of the WISC-R
The

Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for

Children -

(WISC-R) was published in 1974 (Wechsler, 1974).

Revised

This scale

is a downward extension of the adult intelligence test,

the

Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1939).

The

WISC-R assesses abilities in an age
years.

range from 6.0 to 16.11

The test contains 12 subtests: six of the tests form

the Verbal Scale (i.e.. Information Similarities,
ic, Vocabulary, Comprehension, and Digit Span).
ing six subtests (i.e..
bly,

Block Design,

Picture Completion,

Object Assembly,

comprise the Performance Scale (Sattler,
The WISC-R was
American

children

to be

The remain-

Picture Assem-

Coding and

Mazes)

1979).

standardized on 2,200 white
selected

Arithmet-

and nonwhite

representative

of

the
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population

in the

standardization

1970 United

sample was

groups ranging from
each age group

States

census data.

comprised of

The

11 different

6.5 to 16.5 years with

age

200 children in

(Sattler, 1979).

The reliability of the WISC-R

indicates that each of the

three scales (i.e.. Performance, Verbal, and Full) has a reliability coefficient of

.89 or above.

The

average reli-

ability coefficient based on the 11 age groups of the standardization sample are
the Performance Scale.
BD-WISC-R is .85

.96 for the Full Scale,

The reliability coefficient for the

(Wechsler, 1974).

The criterion validity of the
a study

and .90 for

correlating it

WISC-R was investigated by

with the

WPPSI.

The

correlation

coefficient between the WISC-R and

the WPPSI on the Perfor-

mance Scale

manual cites a

was .80.

The WISC-R

which a representative sample of 40 children,

study in

males and fe-

males 16 years of age, were given the WISC-R and the WAIS in
counterbalanced order.
mance Scale

scores on

The correlation between the Perforthese two

tests was

.83 (Wechsler,

1974).
The Block Design subtest requires the child to assemble a
design that

is identical to

the two-dimensional,

red and
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white abstract designs presented by the examiner.
11 items on the subtest.

Each participant was required to

reproduce the designs from a

model constructed by the exam-

iner for the first two items;
presented on cards.

There are

the remaining nine items were

Red and white plastic blocks were used

for replicating the design.
order of increasing

The

difficulty;

the first eight designs,

patterns were arranged in
four blocks were

and nine

used for

blocks were used for the

last three designs (Sattler, 1979).
The following instructions were given
each participant.

"See these blocks?

by the examiner to
They are all alike.

On some sides they are all red; on some sides, they are half
red and half white.
a design.

Watch

I am going to put them together to make

me."

(The examiner arranged

four of the

blocks into the design shown on card one without showing the
card to the participant.
pant four

blocks and

The

said,

examiner handed the partici"Now make

mine.

The examiner said,

for Item 2 ,

this.

Do

this time."

it by yourself

structions were given
designs,

for Item 3.

a design

just like

"Now make one like
Similar

For the

verbal in-

balance of the

the examiner said "Now make one like this (showing

the next card), try to work as quickly as you can.
when you have finished."

Tell me
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All of the items were timed.

The first four items were

given a maximum of 45 seconds, the next four items were given a maximum

of 75 seconds,

lowed a maximum
two, one,

of 120 seconds.

or zero,

for a correct

the last three

items were al-

Items 1 to

3 were scored

while Items 4 to 11 receive four points

completion and a maximum

time bonus points for quick execution.

of three additional
The subtest was dis-

continued after two consecutive failures (Sattler,

1979).

Block Design Subtest of the WAIS
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
sion the of the
sler, 1955).
tests.

The

(WAIS)

is a revi-

Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale (WechPublished in 1955, the WAIS comprises 11 sub-

Verbal Scale is

composed of

the Information,

Comprehension, Arithmetic, Similarities, Digit Span, and Vocabulary subtests.

The Performance Scale is composed of the

Digit Symbol, Picture Completion, Block Design,
rangement,

and Object Assembly subtests.

signed to measure

intelligence in the adult

Picture Ar-

The WAIS is deage ranging in

age from 16 to 75 years of age (Anastasi, 1968).
The WAIS was standardized on

a sample of 1,700 subjects,

with an equal number of men and women distributed over seven
age levels between

16 and 64 years of

age.

Subjects were
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selected to match the proportions

in the 1950 United States

Census data (Anastasi, 1968).
Reliability coefficients
the 11 subtests,

have been computed for

the Verbal

Scale,

each of

the Performance Scale,

and the Full Scale with the standardization samples arranged
into age range groups of 18 to 19 years, 24 to 34 years, and
45 to 54 years.

Odd-reliability coefficients, corrected by

the Spearman-Brown

formula,

with the exception

of the Digit Span and

tests.

each subtest

Digit Symbol sub-

The Full Scale reliability coefficient of all three

age samples was .97.

The Performance Scale has reliability

coefficients of .93, .93,
ples,

were utilzed for

respectively.

and 94 for each of the three sam-

The Block

coefficients were .86,

.83, and

respectively (Matarazzo, 1972).
correlation for

Design subtest reliability
.82 for the three samples
The test-retest reliability

the Block Design

subtest is

.84 (Freeman,

1962).
The BD-WAIS used nine identical cubes which were utilized
to copy seven given designs.
all the sides of a block
of a

block painted

(Matarazzo, 1972).

The

figures for the WAIS have

painted red or white,

red and

the other

or one-half

half painted

white
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The examiner gave the
these blocks.
all red;
white.

following instructions.

They are all alike.

on some, all white;
I

Watch me."

together to make

a design.

examiner arranges four blocks,

four other blocks
like this."

On some sides they are

and on some half red and half

will put the blocks
The

to the participant.

The second

"You see

"Now

item requires

then hands

make one just

the participant

to

copy the design from a picture.

The examiner says "Look at

the

just

picture and

make

a design

like

it with

these
i

blocks.

Tell me when you have finished."

Similar instruc-

tions were given for Items 3 through 10.
The scoring procedures for the WAIS were as follows.
examiner recorded the time required
plete

each design

if the

within the time limit.

for the subject to comwas assembled

correctly

Individuals received four points for

successful completion on
for the second trial,

design

two

the first trial of Items
points were given.

1 and 2;

Four points

were given for Item 3 to 10 for successful completion.
nus points were
10.

The

given for rapid performances on

Bo-

Items 7 to

No credit was given for partially correct or incomplete

designs.

The maximum score was 48.

The Block Design subtest of the WPPSI,

WISC-R,

and WAIS

were selected for utilization in this study for two reasons.

•
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First, through utilizing the Block Design,
(i.e.,

ability

down a design

to perceive and

analyze forms

into its component parts

the component parts into the

the same ability
by breaking

and then reassemble

identical design)

can be mea-

»

sured by

a developmentally appropriate

ment for

each of the ages

investigated in this

second reason for utilzation of
to allow

for a comparison

measurement instrustudy.

A

the Block Design subtest is

of subjects' performance

on two

orientation tests,(i.e., BD and EFT) thus, providing a means
for

additional

information

to be gathered regarding spa-

tial orientation abilities.
Spatial stimuli were presented to the left or right visual field,

thus transferred to the right or left hemisphere,

respectively,

by means of

scope is a boxed,

a tachistoscope.

The tachisto-

projector type apparatus which allows for

the presentation of stimulus at predetermined time intervals
and durations, specific locations and specified illumination
intensity.

The tachistoscope

has a long viewing

which subjects could view the geometric stimulus.

canal in
Each sub-

ject was required to look through this viewing canal and focus his or her eyes on a
the illuminated area.

Within a very brief time interval the

tachistoscope flashed a
of the focal point.

black dot located in the center of

stimulus card to the

left or right
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A total of 48 stimulus
to each subject.

card presentations were presented

All of the shapes on

the stimulus cards

were either simple or complex geometric shapes.
shapes were squares, triangles,

diamonds,

rectangles;

were five-,

the complex shapes

eight- and nine-sided regular polygons.

The simple

house-shapes and
six-,

seven-,

Two shapes,

posi-

tioned vertically on the card, were presented on each stimulus card.

Half of the stimuli had two identical shapes, and

half of the stimuli had two different shapes.
the stimuli which had two different shapes,

However,

of

the shapes were

usually within the same simple-complex category.

For exam-

ple,

one shape

(i.e.,

a

stimulus card
a complex

which had an

shape)

was paired with

shape (i.e., other polygons).

identified in the

and the house-shape

fied as a complex pair).

pair of

the diamond-shape
pair)

and the

the five-sided shape (classi-

Each pair of shapes was presented

to the left hemisphere

right hemisphere.

One exception to these

(classified as a simple

pair of the octagon-shape and

three times

another complex

A simple and a complex shape

pair was not combined onto one card.
statements is

octagon for

A total of

and three times

eight pairs of

presented six times to each individual.

to the

shapes were
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Eight different

conditions were

utilized in

the study.

These conditions are

summarized in Figure 1

The

left-same-simple,

right-same-simple,

left-same- complex, right-same-complex,

left-different-sim-

conditions were

ple,

right-different- simple,

right-different-complex.

One

in Appendix B.

left-different-complex,
pair of shapes fit

and

into two

conditions (i.e., a left-same-simple and a right-same-simple
condition).

For example, a pair of rectangles was presented

to the left and right hemisphere.
one pair

made up

This pair was considered

of two conditions.

shapes fit into two conditions and

Thus,

one

pair of

was presented a total of

six times.
Each condition had
example,

the

two different pairs of

left-same-simple condition had

shapes.

For

two different

pairs of shapes (i.e., two circles and two rectangles).
pairs of shapes

were the same for

the right-same-simple conditions.
within

each condition

right presentation
were considered one,
ple condition.

were the

The

the left-same-simple and
The

two pairs of shapes

same for

of that condition.

the left

Thus,

versus

two circles

of the two pairs of the left-same-sim-

Thus,

the same pair was

left and right hemisphere.

See Figure

an organizational chart of the stimuli.

presented to the

2 in Appendix B for
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Each
size.

stimulus card

was five

inches by

four inches

in

The nearest edge of the geometric shapes were located

3.5 degrees,

or

1 1/8 inches to

central focal point
card.

The two

the left or right

which was located in the

of the

center of the

geometric shapes which were

located to the

left or right of the focal point were located one half of an
inch apart from each other at the nearest point.
lus cards were

presented to each subject for

250 milliseconds.

The stimu-

a duration of

The illumination setting of the tachisto-

scope was set at the brightest illumination setting.

c:
i:

A toggle switch, located on a metal box, was connected to
an electronic millisecond counter.
were instructed to

Half of the participants

flip the switch up if

the shapes viewed

in the tachistoscope were the same, and flip the switch down
if the shapes were different.
cipants were instructed to
were different and

The other half of the parti-

flip the switch up if the shapes

down if the shapes were

the same.

All

participants used only their right hands to flip the switch.
The

examiner

"This machine

is a

viewing channel,
set,

go,

which will

gave the

following

tachistoscope.

it will be dark.

then I will flip

verbal
As

you look

into the

I will tell you ready,

a switch on

cause the area inside

instructions.

the tachistoscope

the box to

become light.
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A black

dot will

be in

the center

Focus your eyes on the black dot.
ate your

eyes on

screen.

One shape

The shapes will
Even though

the dot,

of this

Very soon after you fix-

two shapes

will flash

will be directly over

be to the left

black dot.

on the black

shapes.

on the

the other shape.

or right of the

your eyes are focussed

should be able to see the two

lighted area.

dot,

you

As soon as you have

seen the two shapes and have decided if they are the same or
different, please flip the switch on the

box on your lap up

or down (i.e., which ever direction was appropriate for that
subject).

Do you have any questions?"

The order of administration of

the 48 stimulus cards was

initially determined by random order.
was determined a
set.

Each

Once the random order

sequence of presentation of

subject received the

the cards was

stimulus cards

in either

straight (1 to 48) order or reversed order (48 to 1).

Half

of the subjects of each age and gender combination were presented cards in the straight order,

while the other half of

the subjects were presented the cards in the reversed order.
Scoring for this
Individuals were
hemisphere

task was done in

classified as being

dominant based

individuals' reaction

on

the

time score was

the following manner.
either left
frequency in

or right
which

faster either

an

in the
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left or right hemisphere.

For example, if the median score

of one pair of shapes was

faster when presented to the left

hemisphere than

the right

hemisphere,

the

individual was

classified as "left" for this pair of shapes.
was done

on each of the

eight pairs.

which an individual was left
frequency with

which

dominant was used
nance.

the

The

This process
frequency with

hemisphere dominant versus the
individual was

right hemisphere

to determine overall left

or right domi-

If an individual was faster with the left hemisphere

five out of eight times,

he/she

was considered left hemi-

sphere dominant.
In situations in which an individual was determined to be
evenly distributed

between the

left and

right hemisphere,

(four left and four right) the raw reaction time scores were
used to further classify the
reaction time (CRT)
mean CRT score

individuals.

The mean choice

score for the left hemisphere minus the

for the right hemisphere

produced a coeffi-

cient which reflected direction of hemisphere dominance.
constant of 50 was added

to the coefficient.

A

Coefficients

of 50 or above indicated right hemisphere dominance; coefficients of 49 or below reflected left hemisphere dominance.
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Procedure
Each person that participated in
tered one spatial visualization
tion tests,
tion.

and

this study was adminis-

test,

a test to measure

The tachistoscope test was

form to every individual in

two spatial orienta-

hemispheric lateralizaadministered in the same

every age

group.

The kinder-

garten sample was administered the SGFBT, the CEFT,
BD-WPPSI.

The fourth

grade sample

SGFBT, the BD-WISC-R, and the CEFT.
was administered the FBT, the EFT,
FBT,

the EFT

and

the BD-WAIS

and the

was administered

the

The eighth grade sample
and the BD-WISC-R.

were

administered to

The
the

twelfth grade sample.
The order of administration of the four tests was randomized within each age-gender combination.
administered the tasks in

The subjects were

several different settings.

The

students enrolled in the Lubbock Christian School were individually removed from their classrooms and taken to a teacher's workroom to participate in the study.

The workroom was

a secluded area in which the students could participate usually

without disruption.

The other subjects were tested in

an isolated testing room in
Texas Tech

University,

the Home Economics

Building at

or in their home environments.

In

situations when the participants were tested in their homes.
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a quiet secluded area was

selected for participation in the

study.
Seven undergraduate Child Development

majors enrolled in

a measurement and evaluation course aided in the administration of the spatial tests.

Each undergraduate student was

instructed on test administration for each test.

Each stu-

dent demonstrated sufficient competency in administering the
test to the principal investigator prior to actually testing
a subject.
A training procedure was conducted
ing the CEFT.
out tent

The examiner showed

form and

the child a simple cut-

said "This looks

tent, doesn't it?

like something

This line at the bottom

tent rests on the ground.
that

for the subjects tak-

looks exactly

point the

examiner presented

"Go ahead

and point to the

in this

picture."

one like ours."

cut-out over the subject's

were compared.

At

this point the examiner

examiner

and the

shape,

child went

cards in a similar manner.

At

this

the first demonstration card.

then placed the

of correct

shows where the

See if you can find another tent

like ours

concepts

like a

size

The

examiner

choice and they
emphasized the

and orientation.

through

the following

The
seven
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The examiner
procedure.

next guided

The

the child

examiner said to

through a

the child "A

practice
tent like

ours is hidden somewhere in this

picture.

game is to find the hidden tent.

Point with your finger and

show me where

the tent is."

two practice trials,

Upon

successful completion of

the examiner and the

with the rest of the test

items.

completion of the Tent series if

The idea of our

child proceeded

Testing was stopped upon
the subject failed each of

the last five items.

If at least one of the five items was

successfully

testing continued with the House ser-

passed,

ies until there were five

consecutive failures or until the

completion of the test.
A training procedure

was conducted for the

subjects on

the tachistoscopic presentation of the stimulus cards.
examiner
(i.e.,

showed
two in

the

subject four

sample

which the shapes were the same,

left and one to

the right of the center,

the shapes were

different,

right of the center).
were followed.

stimulus

The
cards

one to the

and

two in which

one on the left and

one on the

Several warm-up practice procedures

The subject

first practiced

flipping the

toggle switch.

The examiner said ready, set,

go,

subject decided

which way to

(no stimulus

flip the switch

cards were presented at this practice stage).

and the

This was done
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ten times.

Next,

four practice trials were conducted with

actual stimuli cards.

The stimulus

practice trial were different from

cards utilized in this
the other stimulus cards

utilized in the actual task.
The examiner had several

responsibilities for this task.

The examiner manually placed or
into the

tachistoscope for

The examiner

replaced the stimulus cards

each of

checked with the

the 48

presentations.

participant to

the toggle switch was in the center position,
set to zero,

and the subject was ready to

next stimulus card.

the millisecond

the clock was
continue to the

A verbal statement of ready,

was voiced by the examiner.
gan

determine if

set,

go

The examiner simultaneously be-

counter and

stimulus in the tachistoscope.

the

presentation of

the

Since the toggle switch was

connected to the millisecond timer, the examiner was able to
record the amount of time required

for an individual to de-

cide about the condition of each stimulus card.
examiner recorded the time required
examiners sequence began again by
tachistoscope.
subject.

This

Thus,

on a score sheet.

the
The

replacing the card in the

sequence was done

48 times

for each

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Hemisphere Asymmetry--Analyses of
Variance
The data pertaining to hemisphere asymmetry were analyzed
in two ways.

In the

first analysis,

choice reaction time

(CRT) was used as the dependent variable.

The CRT data were

analyzed using an Age (4) by Gender (2) by Hemisphere (2) by
Same-Different (2) by Simple-Complex (2)
repeated measures analysis

of variance with age

as between subjects variables.
significant effects
Gender (2)

and gender

In addition, to clarify the

associated with

by Hemisphere (2)

Different (2)

by Replication (2)

by

each age

level,

Replication (2)

by Simple-Complex (2)

four

by Same-

repeated measures ana-

lyses of variance were computed at each of the four age levels with gender

as the between subjects

variable.

A full

listing of all effects associated with these analyses may be
found in Appendix A.
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Analyses Across All Age Levels
Age Differences
The Age (4) by Gender (2)

by Hemisphere (2)

by Replica-

tion (2) by Same-Different (2) by Simple-Complex (2)
sis of
87.8,

variance revealed an
£ < .01.

age main effect,

were 241, (S.D.

163, (S.D. 19.8); and 161 (S.D.
fourth,

eighth,

F(3,149)

This effect reflected the fact that as age

increased mean CRT scores decreased.
in milliseconds,

and twelfth

The mean CRT scores,

22.4); 192, (S.D.

other,

samples were

grade samples,

all significantly

as determined by the

30.0);

21.3) for the kindergarten,
respectively.

The mean CRT scores of the kindergarten, fourth,
grade

analy-

and eighth

different from

each

c.-

New Multiple Range Test.

The

\\

mean CRT scores of the twelfth grade sample was significantly different from the kindergarten and fourth grade samples,
but not from the eighth grade sample.
A significant Gender
obtained,

F(3,149)

by Age interaction effect

= 3.08,

£ < .05.

was also

Mean CRT scores for

each Gender by Age combination are presented in Table 1.
can be seen
lower mean

from the table that the
CRT scores

than the

It

kindergarten males had

females,

but

the fourth,

eighth,

and twelfth grade males

and females had comparable

scores.

A New Multiple Range Test was conducted on the mean
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CRT

scores

of

this interaction

kindergarten males processed the

and

indicated

that

the

stimuli significantly more

efficiently than the females.

TABLE 1
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) as a Function of Age
and Gender
Kindergarten
Mean
Males

SD

Fourth
Mean

SD

Eighth
Mean

Twelfth
Mean

SD

SD

228.2 25.1

194.7 30.7

163.8 17.2

160.4 24.6

Females 255.8 27.7

191.2 29.0

163.0 22.8

162.1 17.9

In addition, a significant Age by Gender by Hemisphere by
Simple-Complex interaction effect was obtained,
2.74, 2 < .05.
Table 2.

F(3,149)

Means for this interaction are presented in

It can be seen

from the table that

the complex

stimuli were processed more efficiently than the simple stimuli for males

of the kindergarten,

fourth,

eighth,

and

twelfth grade samples when the stimuli were presented to the
left hemisphere.
to the

However,

right hemipshere the

when the stimuli were presented
simple stimuli

were processed

more efficiently than the complex stimuli for the fourth and

84
twelfth

grade males;

whereas,

processed more efficiently

the

than the simple stimuli

kindergarten and eighth grade males.
plex stimuli were
when presented

complex stimuli

the left

for the

For females, the com-

processed faster than the

to both

were

and right

simple stimuli
hemispheres in

each of the four age levels.

TABLE 2
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) For Simple-Complex
Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right Hemispheres as
a Function of Age and Gender
Kindergarten
Mean

Fourth

SD

Mean

SD

Eighth
Mean

SD

Twelfth
Mean

SD

Males
L-S

233.3 25.5

198.6 36.2

168.9 21.8

166.2 25.0

L-C

223.8 32.1

188.4 29.1

161.2 19.6

154.7 24.7

R-S

231.5 32.4

194.0 32.8

165.8 17.8

160.3 30.3

R-C

224.7 26.9

196.1 33.9

159.6 15.9

161.3 24.5

L-S

261.3 41.3

192.8 31.4

169.2 32.4

171.0 26.3

L-C

247.7 83.1

191.4 35.6

159.0 23.7

157.2 18.3

R-S

259.4 29.7

193.2 32.1

162.9 22.5

162.6 20.4

R-C

252.3 36.4

188.9 27.6

161.3 22.2

156.4 16.5

Note:

L-S
L-C
R-S
R-C

Females

indicates
indicates
indicates
indicates

a
a
a
a

left-simple condition
left-complex condition
right-simple condition
right-complex condition
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A New Multiple

Range Test was conducted on

scores of this interaction.
was obtained between
by

the mean CRT

A significant gender difference

the mean CRT scores

simple-complex conditions

in

of all hemisphere

the kindergarten

Each left-simple, left-complex, right-simple,

sample.

right-complex

condition for the males was processed significantly more efficiently than each left-simple, left-complex, right-simple,
and right-complex condition for the females.

A significant

age difference was

CRT scores of

obtained between the mean

all hemisphere by simple-complex

conditions indicating that

the mean CRT scores of the kindergarten, fourth,
grade samples were significantly
grade sample.

and eighth

different from the twelfth

The left-simple, left-complex, right-simple,

right-complex conditions

were processed

significantly more

efficiently with each increase in age level.

(That is, the

fourth grade sample processed the stimuli significantly more
efficiently than
grade

sample

the kindergarten

processed

efficiently than

the

stimuli

the fourth and the

The subjects of the twelfth
muli significantly

sample,

and

the eighth

significantly

more

kindergarten samples.)

grade sample processed the sti-

more efficiently

than the

kindergarten

and fourth grade samples, but only one combination of conditions was

determined to be significantly

different between
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the eighth and twelfth grade samples.
the right-

complex stimuli for

mean CRT score of the
females were
the

mean CRT

scores of the

eighth grade males

and the

left-complex stimuli for eighth grade

processed significantly more
score of

twelfth grade females.
significant

The mean CRT score of

the

left- simple

efficiently than
stimuli for

the

Also, in the twelfth grade sample, a

difference was

obtained between

the mean

left-simple and the right-complex

CRT

stimuli of

the females.
An Age main effect,
tion,

a significant Gender by Age interac-

and a significant Age by Gender by Hemisphere by Sim-

ple-Complex

interaction were

variance across all ages.
as the grade

obtained in

the analysis

of

The findings indicated that:

1)

level of the subject increased,

the mean CRT

scores of the subjects decreased;

2) the kindergarten males

processed each stimulus condition

more efficiently than the

kindergarten females;

whereas, the males and females of the

other three samples had comparable CRT scores;
conditions,
efficiently
females.

the

complex

than the

simple

stimuli
stimuli

were

3)

in most

processed

for both

males

more
and
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Gender Differences
The Age (4) by Gender (2)

by Hemisphere (2)

by Replica-

tion (2) by Same-Different (2) by Simple-Complex (2)
sis

of variance

failed

to reveal

a

gender main

analyeffect,

F(l,149) = 2.35, £ > .10. However, as mentioned in the previous section,

a Gender by

obtained, F(3,149)

Age significant interaction was

= 3.08,

£ < .05.

No other lower-order

gender interaction effects were obtained

except for a five-

way interaction.
A significant Hemisphere by Same-Different by Simple-Complex

by Replication

F(l,149) = 5.25,
ized in

processing

Gender

£ < .05.

Table 3.

flects the fact

by

The

interaction was

The mean CRT scores are summar-

importance of this

that a shift occurred in

the same

obtained,

stimuli in

interaction rethe efficiency of

the left

and right

spheres between the first and second replications.
les,

the left

hemisphere was most efficient

the same stimuli upon the

first replication,

hemiFor ma-

in processing
but the right

hemisphere was most efficient in processing the same stimuli
upon the second replication.
simple

and

identified
condition,

complex
for

the

where

no

This pattern held for both the

stimuli.

A

similar

females,

except

shift

occurred

within
between

pattern
the
the

was

complex
first

1
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replication and the second replication
to process the different stimuli.

See

in the time utilized
Figures 3 and 4 for

bar graphs illustrating this interaction in Appendix D.

TABLE 3
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) of Males and Females
for Same-Different, Simple-Complex Stimuli Presented
to the Left and Right Hemisphere upon First and Second
Replication
Left
Mean

Right
SD

Mean

SD

Females
Replication 1
Same-Simple
Same-Complex
Different-Simple
Different-Complex

201.4
188.5
185.3
192.8

69.7
47.7
49.9
56.1

198.4
202.4
188.3
190.3

51.7
65.2
46.8
59.7

Replication 2
Same-Simple
Same-Complex
Different-Simple
Different-Complex

201.0
203.7
187.1
190.6

62.3
58.3
50.0
52.7

189.5
185.3
191.9
186.8

46.6
53.9
48.6
46.5

Males
Replication 1
Same-Simple
Same-Complex
Different-Simple
Different-Complex

186.4
189.0
184.8
182.2

44.4
45.5
44.8
40.1

192.1
196.2
187.3
184.2

46.9
55.0
44.3
42.8

Replication 2
Same-Simple
Same-Complex
Different-Simple
Different-Complex

197.3
192.7
176.7
181.8

48.5
45.9
42.9
50.0

178.0
181.2
187.2
182.3

38.3
44.4
44.9
38.6
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A Gender by Age significant interaction and a significant
Hemisphere by

Same-Different by Simple-Complex

tion by Gender interaction were
variance.

obtained in the analysis of

The findings indicate that:

main effects were
Gender by Age

processed the

level of the subject,

stimuli more

a

that the

efficiently

with an increase in grade

the stimulus was processed more effi-

in the hemisphere which

stimulus the most efficiently.
of the stimulus,

usually the

presentation of the stimulus,
processed the information the

left hemisphere processed the

in the

females remain relatively

whereas,

upon the second

usually the right hemisphere
most efficiently.

tern held across most conditions.
obtained

processed the

Upon the first presentation

information the most efficiently,

is

2)

males and females shift from the first to the

second presentations

tern

samples,

interaction was obtained indicating

than the kindergarten females, 3)

4)

1) no overall Gender

obtained for any of the

kindergarten males

ciently;

by Replica-

female

This pat-

An exception to this patsample

indicating

constant in the time

process the simple and complex stimuli.

that

required to
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Analyses Within Age Levels
Gender Differences
The Gender (2)

by Hemisphere (2)

Same-Different (2)
ance conducted

F(l,37) = 10.00,

by Simple-Complex (2)

on the mean CRT

revealed a gender

by Replication (2)

£ < .01.

analysis of vari-

scores for each

main effect for the

by

age sample

kindergarten sample,

The mean CRT score of the males

was 228, (S.D. 25.1); whereas, the mean CRT score of the females was 255, (S.D. 27.7).
males processed
males.

These scores indicate that the

the stimuli more

efficiently than

the fe-

No significant gender main effects were obtained at

any of the other three age levels.

Hemisphere Differences
A significant

Hemisphere by Replication

the fourth grade sample,
tained.

F(l,38)

=

interaction for

4.58,

£ < .05 was ob-

The mean CRT scores for the first and second repli-

cation presented

to the

33.2) and 194 (S.D.

left hemisphere

34.0), respectively;

were 190,

(S.D.

whereas, the mean

CRT scores of the first and

second replication to the right

hemisphere were 195,

33.5)

respectively.
first

(S.D.

This interaction

replication,

the

stimuli

and 189,
indicates
were

(S.D.

30.9),

that upon
processed

the
more
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efficiently in the left hemisphere, whereas, upon the second
replication the

stimuli were processed more

the right hemisphere.
ducted on the

A New Multiple Range

mean CRT scores of this

ealed a significant

Test was con-

interaction and rev-

difference between the mean

of the first and second
the right hemisphere.

This significant difference reflected
replication of a condition pre-

the right hemisphere was

more efficiently than

CRT scores

replication of stimuli presented to

the finding that the second
sented to

efficiently in

processed significantly

the first replication of

a condition

presented to the right hemisphere.
A marginally significant Hemisphere by Replication interaction was also obtained in the eighth grade sample, F(l,37)
= 3.84, £ < .06.

The mean CRT scores for both the left and

right hemisphere presentation of
163, (S.D.

25.7 and 19.4);

the first replication were

whereas, the mean CRT scores of

the left and right hemisphere presentation of the second replication were 166, (S.D.
spectively.

The

23.9) and 159, (S.D.

mean scores of this

20.3),

re-

interaction indicate

that upon the first replication of a stimulus,

the left and

right

equally

hemispheres

ficiently,
stimulus

whereas
condition,

processed
upon

the

the right

the

stimulus

second

gf_

replication of

hemisphere

processed

a
the
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stimuli more

efficiently.

conducted on

the means of

significant difference

A New

this interaction and

between the mean

left and right hemisphere on
significant

Multiple Range

revealed a

CRT scores

of the

the second replication.

difference reflected

second replication stimuli,

Test was

the

the finding

This

that of

the

right hemisphere processed

the information significantly more efficiently than the left
hemisphere.
Additionally, a trend for a Hemisphere by Replication interaction was obtained in the twelfth grade sample,

F(l,37)

= 3.404, £ < .08. The mean CRT scores of the left and right
presentation of the first replication were 161, (S.D.
and 162, (S.D.

26.7), respectively;

scores of the left and right

whereas,

20.7)

the mean CRT

presentation of the second re-

plication were 162, (S.D. 26.5) and 157 (S.D. 19.3), respectively.

The mean

CRT scores of this

that the

left and right

interaction indicate

hemispheres processed

nearly equally efficiently upon the

the stimuli

first presentation of a

stimulus condition; however, upon the second presentation of
a stimulus condition, the right hemisphere processed the information more efficiently than the left hemisphere.
Multiple

Range Test

interaction and

was

conducted on

revealed a

the

A New

means of

significant difference

this

between
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the mean

CRT scores of

the first replication

the left

hemisphere and the mean

CRT scores of

replication presented to the right hemisphere.
ficant difference reflected the finding
plication

stimuli presented

presented to

to the

the second
This signi-

that the second re-

right hemisphere

processed significantly more efficiently

were

than the first re-

plication stimuli presented to the left hemisphere.
A

Hemisphere by

Same-Different significant

interaction

was obtained for the twelfth grade sample, F(l,37) = 7.79, £
< .01.

The mean CRT scores of the left and right presenta-

tion of the
(S.D.

same stimuli were 168,

25.7), respectively;

the left

and right

were 155, (S.D.

21.6) and 158, (S.D.

different
sphere.

and 161,

the different
20.9),

stimuli

respectively.

indicate that the right hemi-

sphere processed the same stimuli
left hemisphere;

25.5)

whereas, the mean CRT scores of

presentation of

The means of this interaction

(S.D.

more efficiently than the

however, the left hemisphere processed the

stimuli more

efficiently

than

the right

hemi-

A New Multiple Range Test was conducted on the mean

CRT scores of this interaction and indicated that the different stimuli

were processed significantly

more efficiently

than the same stimuli when presented to the left hemisphere.
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A

Hemisphere

by

significant interaction
sample,

F(l,37)

by

was obtained

for the

= 3.98,

mean CRT scores of this
that the right

Same-Different

£ < .05.

Simple-Complex

Table 4 summarizes the

interaction.

These means indicate

hemisphere was most efficient

same-simple stimuli,

however

kindergarten

in processing

the left hemisphere was most

efficient in processing the

same-complex and different sim-

ple stimuli.

right hemispheres processed the

The left and

different-complex stimuli equally efficiently.
ple Range Test

was computed on the mean scores

teraction and
were

indicated that

processed

of this in-

the different-simple

significantly

same-simple stimuli
In addition,

A New Multi-

more

efficiently

when presented to the

stimuli
than

the

left hemisphere.

the different- simple stimuli presented to the

left hemisphere were processed significantly more efficiently than the same-complex stimuli

presented to the right he-

misphere.
A Hemisphere by Same-Different by Simple-Complex interaction was also obtained for the fourth grade sample.
summarizes the mean CRT scores
means indicate that the right
than the left

of this interaction.

These

hemisphere was more efficient

hemisphere in processing the

different-complex stimuli,

Table 5

whereas

same-simple and

the left hemisphere was
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TABLE 4
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Same-Different,
Simple-Complex Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right
Hemisphere in the Kindergarten Sample
Left

Right

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Same-Simple

251.3

46.0

240.5

33.3

Same-Complex

243.1

36.6

250.6

43.4

Different-Simple

230.9

39.8

237.5

33.6

Different-Complex

239.3

40.6

239.5

43.7

more efficient than

the right hemisphere in

different-simple stimuli.

The left and

processing the

right hemispheres

were equally efficient in processing the same-complex stimuli.

A

New Multiple Range Test

scores of this interaction and

was conducted on

revealed that the different-

complex stimuli presented to the
cessed significantly
simple

stimuli

addition,
right

the

to the

than the

right

different-complex stimuli

hemisphere

efficiently than

right hemisphere were pro-

more efficiently

presented

were

the mean

processed

the same-simple

different-

hemisphere.

In

presented to

the

significantly

stimuli presented

more
to the
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left

hemisphere.

Simple-Complex

The

Hemisphere

interaction

was

by

not

Same-Different

significant

for

by
the

eighth or twelfth grade samples.

TABLE 5
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Same-Different,
Simple-Complex Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right
Hemispheres in the Fourth Grade Sample
Left

Right

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Same-Simple

196.4

38.8

192.9

33.1

Same-Complex

194.8

35.3

194.7

35.3

Different Simple

188.9

36.8

197.2

38.0

Different-Complex

190.7

33.8

186.2

28.4

Additionally in the fourth grade sample,
Same-Different

by Replication

obtained, F(l,38) = 7.35,

significant interaction

£ < .01.

that

the

left

hemisphere

was

Table 6 summarizes the

mean CRT scores of this interaction.
cate

a Hemisphere by

The mean scores indiwas

most

efficient

in

processing the same stimuli of the first replication and the
different stimuli of both the first and second replications,
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whereas

the

right

hemisphere

processing same stimuli

was

most

efficient

on the second replication.

in

A New

Multiple Range Test was conducted on the mean scores of this
interaction and revealed that the different stimuli presented to

the left

hemisphere on

the second

processed significantly more efficiently

replication were
than the same sti-

muli presented to the left hemisphere on the second replication.

In addition,

the different stimuli presented to the

left

hemisphere on

the second

more

efficiently than

replication were

the same

stimuli

processed

presented to

the

right hemisphere on the first replication.

V.

TABLE 6
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Replication 1
and Replication 2 Presentations of Same-Different
Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right Hemisphere in
the Fourth Grade Sample
Right

Left

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Replication 1 - Same

190.8

36.3

199.2

42.2

Replication 2 - Same

200.3

39.4

187.7

30.6

Replication 1 - Different

190.6

33.8

191.3

31.4

Replication 2 - Different

188.7

34.9

192.6

34.6
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The Hemisphere by Same-Different
tion

was

also

F(l,37)=8.17,

significant in

£

< .01.

left hemisphere
stimuli of the

the

Table

scores of this interaction.

by Replication interaceighth

grade

7 summarizes the

sample,
mean CRT

These scores indicate that the

was most efficient

in processing

first replication and the

the same

different stimuli

of the second replication; however, the right hemisphere was
most efficient in processing the

same stimuli of the second

replication and the different stimuli of the second replication.

A New Multiple Range Test

CRT scores

of this interaction

stimuli presented to the right

was conducted on the mean
and revealed that

the same

hemisphere on the second re-

plication were processed significantly more efficiently than
the same

stimuli presented

second replication.
the second

to the

In addition,

replication,

presented

left hemisphere

on the

the different stimuli on
to the

left hemisphere

were processed significantly more

efficiently than the same

stimuli on the second replication

presented to the left he-

misphere.
In addition to the fourth

and eighth grade samples,

Hemisphere by Same-Different by

Replication interaction was

significant in the twelfth grade sample, F(l,37)
<.001.

Table

8 summarizes

the

the mean

CRT scores

= 30.2, £
for this
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TABLE 7
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Replication 1
and Replication 2 Presentations of Same-Different
Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right Hemisphere in
the Eighth Grade Sample
Right

Left
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Replication 1 - Same

164.4

33.6

167.2

24.2

Replication 2 - Same

173.9

30.5

158.2

21.8

Replication 1 - Di fferent

161.8

26.4

159.0

19.2

Replication 2 - Di fferent

159.9

20.1

161.5

20.6

interaction.

These means reflect the finding that the left

hemisphere was most efficient in processing the same stimuli
of the

first replication and

second replication,

whereas

efficient in processing
plication.

the different stimuli

the right hemisphere was most

the same stimuli of

The different stimuli

were processed with nearly equal
right hemispheres.

stimuli

of the

the second re-

of the first replication
efficiency by the left and

A New Multiple Range Test,

the means of this interaction,

of the

computed on

revealed that the different

second replication

presented

to the

left

hemisphere was significantly more efficiently processed than
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the same stimuli of the
left hemisphere.

second replication presented to the

In addition, the same stimuli of the sec-

ond replication presented to the

right hemisphere were pro-

cessed significantly more efficiently

than the same stimuli

of the second replication presented to the left hemisphere.

TABLE 8
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Replication 1
and Replication 2 Presentations of Same-Different
Stimuli Presented to the Left and Right Hemispheres in
the Twelfth Grade Sample
Right

Left
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Replication 1 - Same

164.6

22.4

167.2

35.3

Replication 2 - Same

172.7

33.5

154.2

20.6

Replication 1 - Different

158.7

21.6

157.2

23.6

Replication 2 - Di fferent

153.7

24.1

160.9

20.2

In

summary of

with the

the

significant interactions

hemisphere variable,

significant,

or

a trend

for a

interaction was obtained in the
grade samples.

The

associated

a significant,

marginally

Hemisphere by

Replication

fourth,

eighth and twelfth

consistent finding across each

of the
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three

samples was

condition,

that upon

the first

presentation of

a

either the left hemisphere processed the stimuli

most efficiently,

or the left

and right

hemispheres pro-

cessed the stimuli with similar efficiency.
the second presentation of a

stimulus condition,

hemisphere consistently processed the
ficiently.

However,

upon

the right

stimulus the most ef-

In addition, to the Hemisphere by Replicaton in-

teractions,

a Hemisphere by

Same-Different significant in-

teraction was

obtained in the

importance of

this interaction

twelfth grade

sample.

reflected the

The

finding that

the different stimuli (of both the left and right hemisphere
conditions)
stimuli.

were

processed more efficiently than

A Hemisphere by

Same-Different by Simple-Complex

significant interaction was obtained
ten and

fourth grade samples.

the finding that
most efficient

This

in both the kindergarinteraction reflected

for both samples the

right hemisphere was

in processing the same-simple

the fourth, eighth,

the same

stimuli.

In

and twelfth grade samples a significant

Hemisphere by Same-Different by

Replication interaction was

obtained.

The consistent finding associated with these in-

teractions

was that

stimuli were

the second

presentation

processed more efficiently

left hemisphere.

of the

in the

same

right than
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Replication
The replication

condition significantly

several hemisphere

conditions,

interaction effects

interacted with

thus the findings

are located in the

of these

hemisphere section.

However, the Gender (2) by Hemisphere (2) by Replication (2)
by Same-Different (2) by Simple-Complex (2) analysis of variance revealed

a significant Replication

by Simple-Complex
F(l,38)

= 6.38,

interaction for the fourth
£ < .05.

and

grade sample,

Table 9 summarizes the mean CRT

scores of this interaction.
same-simple

by Same-Different

These scores indicate that the

different-complex stimuli

were

processed

more efficiently upon the second replication rather than the
first replication of a condition;
and

different-simple stimuli

however, the same-complex

were processed

approximately

equally efficiently in the first and second replication.
New Multiple Range Test was computed

A

on the mean CRT scores

of this interaction and indicated that the different-complex
stimuli of the first replication were processed significantly

more efficiently

than the

same-simple

stimuli of

the

first replication.

In addition, the different-complex sti-

muli of the second

replication were processed significantly

more efficiently than
replicat ion.

the same-simple stimuli of

the first
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TABLE 9
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Same-Different,
Simple-Complex Stimuli as a Function of First and
Second Replication in the Fourth Grade Sample
Replication 1

Replication 2

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Same-Simple

197.4

36.7

193.7

33.8

Same-Complex

193.9

35.7

193.1

36.2

Different-Simple

191.2

31.3

191.6

32.5

Different-Complex

189.2

31.9

187.0

28.6

Same-Different

1

Analysis of variance completed within each age level revealed significant

or marginally

significant same-different

main effects for the kindergarten sample, F(l,37) = 8.17,

£

< .01; the fourth grade sample, F(l,38) = 3.13, £ <. 10; for
the eighth grade sample, F(l,37)
the twelfth grade sample, F(l,37)
mean CRT scores

the

consistently

£ < .01;

= 20.04,

of the main effects at each

located in Table 10.
reflect

= 9.02,

fact

The

more

stimuli in each age sample.

£ < .001.

The

age sample are

importance of these main effects

that

processed

and for

the

different

efficiently

stimuli
than

the

were
same

•
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TABLE 10
Mean CRT Scores (in Milliseconds) for Same-Different
Main Effect at Each Age Sample
Different

Same
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Kindergarten

246.8

31.0

236.7

31.4

Fourth

194.9

30.6

190.2

29.9

Eighth

166.7

21.6

160.3

19.8

Twelfth

165.0

23.9

157.2

19.9

Simple-Complex
A significant
grade sample,

simple-complex main effect in

F(l,37)

= 4.33,

mean CRT scores of the simple

£ < .05 was obtained.

tance of this main effect reflects

stimuli.

were processed
Mo

The

and complex stimuli were 158,

(S.D. 22.6) and 163, (S.D. 22.1), respectively.

stimuli

the twelfth

The impor-

the fact that the simple

more efficiently

than the

significant simple-complex main

obtained at any of the other age levels.

complex

effects were
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Hemisphere Asymmetry—Chi-Square
Analyses
The second method of
data was to

analyzing the hemispheric asymmetry

classify individuals as superior

hemisphere performers by first
which each
the left

analyzing the frequency with

individual obtained a
or right hemisphere.

left and right hemisphere CRT

right or left

lower reaction

time with

There were eight

pairs of

comparisons for each subject.

Individuals were classified as superior left hemisphere performers if the left hemisphere CRT

score was lower than the

right at least five of eight times.

It was logical to com-

pare within pairs since each pair represented a similar condition (e.g., left-same-simple vs. right-same-simple).
frequency

of these

classifications for

within each age group

males and

can be seen in Table 11.

observed in this table,

The

females

As can be

several individuals were classified

as showing no particular asymmetry.
Choice reaction times were then
these "even" individuals as to
sphere performance.
milliseconds)

were

used to further classify

superior right or left hemi-

The actual reaction times (measured in
used to classify individuals

left or right hemisphere

performers.

as either

The hemisphere which

had the shortest actual mean CRT was considered the dominant
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TABLE 11
Frequency of Left, Right, and Even Hemisphere
Dominance Among Males and Females at Each Age Level
Left

Right

5

9

6

10

5

5

Males

8

8

4

Females

6

7

7

Males

6

12

2

Females

6

9

5

Males

11

6

3

Females

13

5

2

Even

Kindergarten
Males
Females
Fourth

Eighth

Seniors

hemisphere.

The left hemisphere mean was the average of the

CRT scores for the eight
hemisphere mean was

left hemisphere pairs.

the average of the eight

the right hemisphere pairs.
mean scores were

The right

CRT scores of

The left mean versus the right

used to classify the individual

as a left
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or right hemisphere dominant individual.
the frequencies of

Table 12 presents

individuals classified as left

or right

hemisphere dominant upon the elimination of the even catagory.

The scores

of three individuals remained

category because their actual mean

in the even

CRT scores were the same

for both the left and right hemispheres.

Age Differences
he final

method of classification

was utilized to
task.

determine age differences on

the asymmetry

Table 13 summarizes the frequency of left, right, or

even hemisphere dominance

for each age.

percentages in

each group.)

grade subjects

were relatively

were more

(See

Table 14 for

The kindergarten

and right hemisphere dominant,

nant.

previously described

and fourth

evenly categorized
whereas

as left

the eighth graders

frequently categorized as right

hemisphere domi-

In contrast, the twelfth graders were more frequently

categorized as left,

rather than right hemisphere dominant.

An Age (4) by Hemisphere (2)
ted from the

analysis)

chi-square ("evens" were omit-

was computed to

identify the rela-

tionship between age and left or right hemisphere dominance.
A nonsignificant relationship was obtained,
> .10.

(3) = 3.09,

£
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TABLE 12
Frequency of Left and Right Hemisphere Dominance Among
Males and Females at Each Age Level Upon Further
Classification
Left

Right

Even

Kindergarten
Males

7

12

1

13

7

0

Males

11

9

0

Females

10

10

0

Males

7

13

0

Females

8

11

1

Males

11

9

0

Females

13

6

1

Females
Fourth

Eighth

Seniors

Table
fourth,
right

14

summarizes the

eighth,

categories.

percentage of the total

fourth graders,

of

kindergarten,

and twelfth grade subjects in the left and

hemisphere dominant

reflect the

percentages

eighth graders,

These

percentages

number kindergartners,

and twelfth

graders that
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TABLE 13
Frequency of Left, Right and Even Hemisphere Dominance
as a Function of Age
Left

Right

Even

Kindergarten

20

19

1

Fourth

21

19

0

Eighth

15

24

1

Twelfth

24

15

1

were

in the

left or

right

hemisphere dominant

category.

This table shows that the kindergarten and fourth grade subjects

were relatively

evenly split

right hemisphere dominant categories.

between

the left

The eighth grade sam-

TABLE 14
Percentage of Subjects Categorized as Left and Right
Hemisphere Dominant as a Function of Age
Left

and

Right

Total

Kindergarten

51%

(20)

49%

(19) 100%

Fourth

52%

(21)

47%

(19)

Eighth

41%

(15)

59%

(24) 100%

Twelfth

56%

(24)

44%

(15) 100%

100 %
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pie was more frequently located in the right hemisphere dominant category,

whereas

the twelfth grade sample was most

frequently located in the left hemisphere dominant category.
A series of binomial tests
cies of left

were computed on the frequen-

versus right hemisphere dominant

subjects for

each age level in order to determine the specific age levels
for which the

subjects were most frequently

left or right hemisphere dominant.

categorized as

These analyses indicated

that neither kindergarten, fourth, eighth, nor twelfth grade
subjects were

more frequently

in the

left or

right hemi-

sphere dominant category.

Gender Differences
A Gender (2)

by Hemisphere

computed at each age level

(2)

chi-square analysis was

to identify the relationship be-

tween gender and left- right hemisphere dominance.
lationship for
nificant, A

the kindergarten sample was

(1)

=

3.09 £ < .10; the

marginally sig-

fourth grade sample

revealed a nonsignificant relationship, '^ (1)
.10.

The eighth

grade sample

The re-

revealed a

= .100, £ >

nonsignificant

Ill
2
relationship, 7C (D = .207, £ > .10; and the twelfth grade
sample also revealed a
.741,

£ > .10.

nonsignificant relationshipX (1)

Table 15 summarizes the percentage of kin-

dergarten, fourth,
males located in

eighth,

and twelfth grade males and fe-

the left and right

hemisphere categories.

This table shows that a greater percentage of the kindergarten and eighth
the

grade males were more

right rather

whereas

the

than left

males of the

frequently located in

hemisphere dominant
fourth and twelfth

category,
grade grade

samples were located in the left hemisphere dominant category.

A

greater percentage of

left hemisphere
twelfth

dominant category

grade samples,

eighth grade

in the

whereas

a

females were located

dominant category.
were evenly

females were located

divided between the

kindergarten and

larger percentage

in the

The females of

in the

of

right hemisphere

the fourth grade sample

left and

right hemisphere

dominant categories.
A series of binomial tests
cies of left

versus right hemisphere dominant

males and females
computed

were computed on the frequen-

in order

combinations

for

categorized

as

in each age level.
to

determine

which
left

subjects
or

right

subjects for

These analyses were

specific age
were

and

gender

most

frequently

hemisphere

dominant.
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Kindergarten

males

were

frequently located in the
ry.

Kindergarten

marginally

category.

and twelfth grade females

In

more

right hemisphere dominant catego-

cantly more frequently located in
nant

significantly

were signifi-

the left hemisphere domi-

addition,

eighth

grade

males

were

significantly more frequently looted in the right hemisphere
dominant category.

TABLE 15
Percentage of Subjects Located in the Left and Right
Hemisphere Categories as a Function of Age and Gender
Left

Right

Total

Kindergarten
Males

37%

(7)

63%

(12)

100%

Females

65%

(13)

35%

(7)

100%

Males

55%

(11)

45%

(9)

100%

Females

50%

(10)

50%

(10)

100%

Males

35%

(7)

65%

(13)

100%

Females

42%

(8)

58%

(10)

100%

Males

55%

(11)

45%

(9)

100%

Females

68%

(13)

32%

(6)

100%

Fourth

Eighth

Twelfth
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Spatial Ability
Three age appropriate spatial
each age sample,
ures Test,

tasks were administered to

(a Block Design subtest,

and a Form Board Test).

scored according to the scoring

an Embedded Fig-

The spatial tests were

procedures specified in the

instruction manual of each test.

A New Multiple Range Test

was computed to determine gender differences between the means of each spatial test at each age.
A consistent gender difference, although not consistently
significant,

was obtained on each spatial task at each age.

Males consistently performed better than females on the spatial tests.

Table 16 presents the mean scores and signifi-

cance levels for each test.

Significant gender differences

were obtained on the Block Design subtest for the kindergarten,

eighth

difference,

and twelfth grade samples.
in

the same direction,

fourth grade

sample.

obtained for

the kindergarten and

the CEFT or the EFT.
obtained

for

the

was obtained

Significant gender

for the

differences were

eighth grade

samples on

A nonsignificant gender difference was
fourth

and

twelfth

Significant gender differences on the
obtained for

A nonsignificant

the fourth and

grade

SGFBT or the FBT were

twelfth graders,

kindergartners and eighth graders.

samples.

but

not for
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TABLE 16
Significant Gender Differences on Block Design,
Embedded Figures, and Form Board Tests
Orientation
Visualization
Block Design Embedded Figures Form Board
Kindergarten
13.7**

22.9 #

Males

15.3**

Females

14.6

9.7

23.3 #

Males

37.8

21.9

15.3 #**

Females

32.6

20.4

16.8 #

Fourth

Eighth
Males

49 ^ g***

589.0 #**

51.7

Females

40.9

841.0 #

46.7

Males

45.4 *

396.1 #

59.8 ***

Females

42.3

586.2 #

53.8

Twelfth

#

A lower score is a better score

*

p< .10

** p< .05
***p< .01
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Relationship Between Spatial Ability
and Right Hemisphere Dominance
Chi-Square Analyses
Chi-square analyses and correlation analyses were used to
analyze the data pertaining to the relationship between spatial ability and right hemisphere
square analyses,
manner.

subjects were

dominance.

classified in the following

The median was obtained

each gender at

each age.

score which was above the

For the chi-

for each spatial test for

Individuals with

a spatial test

median were categorized as "high"

spatial ability individuals.

Individuals with a score on a

spatial test below the median were categorized as "low" spatial ability individuals.

Median

scores are summarized in

Table 17.
A frequency tabulation was used to identify the number of
individuals classified as right hemisphere dominant who were
in the high or low spatial ability category.

Table 18 pre-

sents the frequency counts of "High" and "Low" spatial ability subjects among the right hemisphere dominant individuals
on each of the three spatial tests for males and females.
Chi-square tests were computed to determine the relationship

between right

hemisphere

lateralization and

abilities as a function of age and gender.

spatial

A separate chi-
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TABLE 17
Median Scores of Block Design, Embedded Figures and
Form Board Tests
Block Design

Embedded Figures Form Board

Kindergarten
Males
Females

16
15

12
10

21
22

Fourth
Males
Females

37
30

22
22

15
16

Eighth
Males
Females

49
41

572
784

54
48

Twelfth
Males
Females

48
45

335
516

61
53

square test was computed for these right hemisphere dominant
individuals on each
(2)

of the three spatial

by High-Low Spatial Ability

(2)

tests.

A Gender

chi-square and an Age

(4) by High-Low Spatial Ability (2) chi-square analysis were
computed.

In addition,

a Gender

(2)

by High-Low Spatial

Ability (2) chi-square test was computed separately for each
age group.

In all cases,

these analyses were computed for

right hemisphere dominant subjects only.
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TABLE 18
Frequency of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects
Classified as High Versus Low Spatial Ability as a
Function of Age, Gender, and Spatial Test
Block Design Embedded Figures Form Board
High Low

High

Low

High

Low

Kindergarten
Males

9

3

Females

4

3

Males

3

6

5

4

6

3

Females

6

4

7

3

4

6

7

6

6

7

9

4

4

7

3

7

3

7

Fourth

Eighth
Males
Females

6

Twelfth
Males

7

2

7

2

7

2

Females

2

4

4

2

3

3

Block Design
The Gender (2) by High-Low Spatial Ability (2) chi-square
analysis computed on the Block Design subtest reveald a non-
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significant relationship,'X (1)
summarizes the percentages of
les and females in the high
ries.

Both genders

high spatial ability.

= .21, £ > .10.

Table 19

right hemisphere dominant maand low spatial ability catego-

showed a tendency to

be classified as

This accounts for the failure to find

a significant chi-square,

but does

point toward the impor-

tance of the right hemisphere for spatial processing in both
genders.

TABLE 19
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Block Design Subtest as a Function of Gender
High

Low

Total

Males

64%

(26)

37%

(16)

100%

Females

57%

(19)

43%

(15)

100%

The Age (4)

by High-Low

Spatial Ability (2)

chi-square

also revealed a nonsignificant relationship, /^ (3) = 2.11, £
>

.10.

Table

20

summarizes

the

percentage

of

right

hemisphere dominant kindergarten fourth, eighth, and twelfth
grade

subjects

in

the

high

and

low

spatial

ability
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categories on the

Block Design subtest.

that a greater percentage of
jects were

eas

table shows

right hemisphere dominant sub-

classified as high

the kindergarten, eighth,

This

than low spatial

ability in

and twelfth grade samples,

wher-

the fourth graders were slightly more frequently locat-

ed in the low category.

TABLE 20
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Block Design Subtest as a Function of Age
High

Low

Total
(6) 100%

Kindergarten

68%

(13)

32%

Fourth

47%

(9)

53%

Eighth

56%

(13)

44%

(10) 100

Twelfth

60%

(9)

40%

(6)

A Gender (2)

(10)

100%

100

by High-Low Spatial Ability (2)

analysis was computed on each of
chi-square analyses

revealed a

for the kindergarten

sample, X

Q,

chi-square

the four age groups.

The

nonsignificant relationship
(1)

= .37, £

fourth grade sample, "^(1) = .24, £ > .10;

> .10;

the

the eighth grade
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sample, A. (1) = .61, £ > .10;

and the twelfth grade sample,

/C (1) = .24, o > .10. Table 21 summarizes the percentage of
right hemisphere dominant males and females in the kindergaten,

fourth,

high and

eighth,

low spatial

and twelfth

grades that were in the

ability categories.

chi-square analyses indicated a lack

Although these

of an overall associa-

tion between spatial ability and gender at the four age levels,

a different pattern of

ders clearly holds at the
kindergartners,

relationships for the two gen-

different age levels.

Among the

right hemisphere dominant males were predo-

minantly high spatial ability,

while females were slightly

more frequently located in the

high spatial ability catego-

ry.

By fourth grade, the reverse pattern holds, with males

being predominantly in the low

spatial ability category and

females being predominantely in the high spatial ability category.

The

females continue to

high category in the eighth
relatively evenly split.

remain primarily

grade sample,

in the

while males were

Similar to the kindergarten males,

the twelth grade males were heavily located in the high spatial ability category;

however,

in contrast to

all other

samples, the twelfth grade females were primarily located in
the low spatial ability category.
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TABLE 21
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Block Design Subtest as a Function of Age and Gender
High

Low

Total

Kindergarten
Males

75%

(9)

25%

(3)

100%

Females

57%

(4)

43%

(3)

100%

Males

33%

(3)

67%

(6)

100%

Females

60%

(6)

40%

(4)

100%

Males

54%

(7)

46%

(6)

100%

Females

60%

(6)

40%

(4)

100%

Males

78%

(7)

22%

(2)

100%

Females

33%

(2)

67%

(4)

100%

Fourth

Eighth

Twelfth

A series of binomials test
cies of

high versus low

spatial ability subjects

gender at each age level in
age

and

gender

were computed on the frequen-

combination

for each

order to determine the specific
for

which

right

hemisphere
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dominant subjects
than low

were classified

spatial ability.

These analyses

there were significantly more high
males at the kindergarten level.
grade males

were marginally

as high

indicated that

than low spatial ability
In addition,

the twelfth

significantly more

located in the high spatial
were not significantly

more frequently

ability category.

frequently
The females

more frequently located in

rather than low spatial ability category

the high

in any of the four

age groups.
In summary,

the chi-square

analyses associated with the

Block Design subtest failed to obtain significance at any of
the age levels.

However,

the kindergarten

males were

located in the high rather
ry.

In addition,

significantly more

the binomial test indicated that
significantly more

frequently

than low spatial ability catego-

the twelfth

grade males were marginally

frequently located

in the

high spatial

ability category.

Embedded Figures
The Gender (2) by High-Low Spatial Ability (2) chi-square
analysis

computed

on

the

CEFT and

the

nonsignificant relationship, A (D = 1.52,
22 summarizes

the percentage

of right

EFT

revealed

£ > .10.

a

Table

hemisphere dominant
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males

and

females in

the

high

and low

categories for the CEFT or the EFT.
a tendency to be classified
tendency

accounts for

subtest

in that

as high spatial ability.
to

find a

This

significant

but is similar to the Block Design

it also

right hemisphere for

ability

Both genders indicated

the failure

chi-square relationship,

spatial

indicates the

importance of

spatial processing for both

the

males and

females.

TABLE 22
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Embedded Figures Test as a Function of Gender
High

Low

Total

Males

56%

(24)

44%

(19)

100%

Females

70%

(22)

30%

(11)

100%

An Age (4)

by High-Low Spatial Ability

(2)

chi-square

also revealed a nonsignificant relationship,y( (3) = 1.54, £
>

.10.

hemisphere

Table

23 summarizes

dominant

twelfth grade subjects

the

kindergarten,

percentages
fourth,

in the high and

of

eighth,

right
and

low spatial ability
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categories of the CEFT or the EFT.
greater

percentage of

were classified as

right

This table shows that a

hemisphere dominant

high rather than low

subjects

spatial ability at

all four age levels; especially among twelfth graders.

TABLE 23
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Embedded Figures Test as a Function of Age
High

Low

Total

Kindergarten

53%

(10)

47%

(9)

100%

Fourth

63%

(12)

37%

(7)

100%

Eighth

61%

(13)

39%

(10)

100%

Twelfth

73%

(11)

27%

(4)

100%

A Gender (2)

by High-Low Spatial Ability (2)

analysis was computed on each of
chi-square analyses
for the kindergarten

chi-square

the four age groups.

The

revealed a

nonsignificant relationship
2
sample, A ( D = '57, £ > .10; the

fourth grade sample, TC ^^^ = •'^2,

£ > .10;

and the twelfth

grade sample'X (D = .53, £ > .10. A marginally significant
trend for

the eighth grade

sample was obtained, /C

(1)
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2.71, £ < .10.

Table 24 summarizes the percentage of right

hemisphere dominant
fourth,

eighth,

males and females in

and

high and low spatial

the kindergarten,

twelfth grade samples located
ability categories.

in the

These chi-square

analyses indicate a lack of overall association between spatial ability and

gender at the kindergarten,

twelfth grade levels;
ealed a

fourth,

and

however, the eighth grade sample rev-

marginally significant association

indicating that

females were primarily in the high spatial ability category.
Table 24 summarizes the percentages
in each sample who were
minant.

of males and females

categorized as right hemisphere do-

Among the right hemisphere dominant kindergartners,

males were evenly split in terms of the frequency with which
they were
groups;

categorized in the
whereas,

spatial ability

the females were slightly more frequently

classified in the high,
tegory.

high and low

rather than low spatial ability ca-

By the fourth grade,

males and especially females

were more frequently located in the high rather than low category.

In

the eighth grade,

equally distributed in the high
tegories;

the males

were relatively

and low spatial ability ca-

whereas, the females were more frequently located

in the high spatial ability

category.

A shift occurred by

the twelfth grade sample which indicated that both males and
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TABLE 24
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Embedded Figures Test as a Function of Age and Gender
High

Low

Total

Kindergarten
Males

50%

(6)

50%

(6)

100%

Females

57%

(4)

43%

(3)

100%

Males

56%

(5)

44%

(4)

100%

Females

70%

(7)

30%

(3)

100%

Males

46%

(6)

54%

(7)

100%

Females

70%

(7)

30%

(3)

100%

Males

78%

(7)

22%

(2)

100%

Females

67%

(4)

33%

(2)

100%

Fourth

Eighth

Twelfth

females were most

frequently classified in the

high rather

than low spatial ability category.
A

series

of

binomial

tests

frequencies of high versus low

were

computed

on

the

spatial ability subjects for
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each gender

at each

specific age and
sphere dominant

age level

in order

to determine

gender combinations for which
subjects were

spatial ability.

classified as

right hemihigh and

low

These analyses indicated neither males nor

females were significantly more frequently

in the high spa-

tial ability group at any of the four age levels.
the twelfth

the

grade males were marginally

However,

significantly more

frequently classified in the high spatial ability category.
In summary,
EFT

failed

to

the chi-square

analyses associated with the

obtain significance

fourth or twelfth grade samples.

in

the

kindergarten,

As determined by the bino-

mial test, neither males nor females were significantly more
frequently located in the high
gories.

However,

or low spatial ability cate-

a marginally

obtained indicating that

significant difference was

the twelfth grade males

were more

likely to be located in the high spatial ability category.

Form Board
A Gender (2)
analysis

by High-Low Spatial Ability (2)

computed

on

the

Form

Board

test

chi-square
revealed

nonsignificant relationship, /( (1) = .38, £ >.10.
summarizes the percentage of
and

female subjects

a

Table 25

right hemisphere dominant male

located in

the high

and low

spatial
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ability categories.
percentage of

This table

right hemisphere

were classified as high,
This relationship has

indicates that
dominant males

rather than low,

and females

spatial ability.

also been identified for

two other spatial tests,

a greater

each of the

thus indicating strong support for

the importance of the right hemisphere in processing spatial
information.

TABLE 25
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Form Board Test as a Function of Gender
High

Low

Total

Males

67%

(29)

33%

(14)

100%

Females

60%

(20)

40%

(13)

100%

An Age (4)

by High-Low Spatial Ability

analysis was nonsignificant,/( (3) = 1.58,
26 summarizes

the percentage

kindergarten, fourth, eighth,
the

high and

Board Test.

low spatial

of right

(2)

£ > .10.

Table

hemisphere dominant

and twelfth grade subjects in

ability categories

This table shows

chi-square

on the

Form

that a greater percentage of
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right hemisphere dominant subjects
rather than

low,

were classified as high,

spatial ability at

each of the

four age

levels.

TABLE 26
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Form Board Test as a Function of Age
High

Low

Total

Kindergarten

68%

(13)

32%

(6)

100%

Fourth

53%

(10)

47%

(9)

100%

Eighth

70%

(16)

30%

(7)

100%

67%

(10)

33%

(5)

100%

Twelfth

A gender (2)

.

by high-low spatial ability (2)

analysis was computed

for each of the four

nonsignificant relationship was obtained

chi-square

age groups.

A

for the kindergar-

2
ten sample,'X (1)
ple, ^ ^ ( 1 )
X^(l)

=

= .23 £ > .10;

= .24,

£ >

.10;

for the fourth grade sam-

for the eighth grade sample,

.001, £ > .10; srid for the twelfth

'y (1) = .28,

£ < .10.

of males and females of

grade sample,

Table 27 summarizes the percentage
the kindergarten,

fourth,

eighth.
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and

twelfth

grade samples

ability categories
square analyses

for the

in

the

Form Board

indicate a lack

between

spatial ability

fourth,

eighth,

high and

and

Test.

of an

gender

spatial

These

at the

as follows.

kindergarten,
However,

the

Among the kin-

TABLE 27
Percentage of Right Hemisphere Dominant Subjects in
the High and Low Spatial Ability Categories of the
Form Board Test as a Function of Age and Gender
High

chi-

overall association

and twelfth grade samples.

pattern of the relationship is

low

Low

Total

Kindergarten
Males

58%

(7)

42%

(5)

100%

Females

85%

(6)

14%

(1)

100%

Males

67%

(6)

33%

(3)

100%

Females

40%

(4)

60%

(6)

100%

Males

69%

(9)

31%

(4)

100%

Females

70%

(7)

30%

(3)

100%

Males

78%

(7)

22%

(2)

100%

Females

50%

(3)

50%

(3)

100%

Fourth

Eighth

Twelfth
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dergartners, the right hemisphere dominant males and females
were predominantly
grade,

the males

spatial ability

in the

high category.

By the

were more frequently located
category,

whereas

fourth

in the high

the females

were more

frequently located in the low spatial ability category.
the eighth grade,

By

both males and females were predominantly

in the high category.

However,

by the twelfth grade,

males were predominantely in the
gory and the females were

the

high spatial ability cate-

relatively evenly divided between

the high and low spatial ability categories.
A series of binomial tests
cies of

high versus low

were computed on the frequen-

spatial ability subjects

gender at each age level in

order to determine the specific

age and gender combination for
nant subjects were

which right hemisphere domi-

classified more frequently as

low spatial ability.

for each

high than

A trend (p < .10) was obtained for the

kindergarten females and the

twelfth grade males indicating

that they were more frequently classified in the high rather
than low
No

spatial ability category

significant

kindergarten

differences

males,

fourth

on the Form

were

obtained

and eighth

females, or the twelfth grade females.

grade

Board Test.
for

the

males

and
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In

summary,

the

chi-square analyses

failed to

significance in any of the four age samples.
binomial test revealed
garten females and
that they were

However,

a significant trend for

the twelfth grade males

most frequently located in

obtain
the

the kinder-

which indicated
the high spatial

ability category.

Correlation Analyses
To determine the relationship between spatial ability and
right hemisphere dominance,
puted.

The

above were

continuous CRT

a

pearson correlation was com-

differential scores

correlated with the

scores of the

of 50

or

Block Design

subtest, the Embedded Figures Test, and the Form Board Test.
Table 28 summarizes
and gender.

the correlations by spatial

It should be

noted that for

tasks a lower score was a better score;
tive correlation
tionship.

would actually

test,

certain spatial

therefore,

indicate a

a nega-

positive rela-

For the tests in which this is applicable, an as-

trisk is located by the name of the test in the table.
only

age

relationship that

obtained

significance was

The

between

right hemisphere dominance and the Embedded Figures Test for
the

twelfth grade

males.

This

strong positive association between

relationship indicated

a

superior performance on

the EFT and right hemisphere dominance.
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TABLE 28
Correlation Between CRT Scores and Block Design,
Embedded Figures, and Form Board Tests
R
Kindergaten Males
BD
EFT
*FB
Kindergarten Females
BD
EFT
*FB
Fourth Males
BD
EFT
*FB
Fourth Females
BD
EFT
*FB
Eighth Males
BD
*EFT
FB
Eighth Females
BD
*EFT
FB
TwelfthI Males
BD
*EFT
FB
Twelfth Females
BD
*EFT
FB

df

Probability

-.31
-.23
.15

11
11
11

.29
.44
.60

.24
.36
.37

6
6
6

.32
.14
.12

.46
.11
.26

8
8
8

.15
.74
.43

-.09
-.21
-.34

9
9
9

.76
.47
.25

-.14
.19
-.30

12
12
12

.60
.46
.25

.27
-.11
-.18

9
9
9

.42
.72
.59

-.03
-.71
.07

8
8
8

.9?
.Ul
.83

-.01
-.22
-.16

5
5
5

.97
.56
.67

* Denotes tests in which a negative correlation actually
indicates a positive relationship.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
This study can be viewed
mensions:

1)

as having three distinctive di-

the development of gender differences in hem-

ispheric lateralization, 2)

the development of gender dif-

ferences in spatial abilities, and 3)
developmental changes in the

gender differences in

relationship between right he-

misphere lateralization and spatial ability.
mary findings of this study are:
ance

revealed

a

lack

difference for left or

of

1)

The three pri-

The analysis of vari-

overall

significant

right hemisphere dominance,

gender
whereas

the binomial analysis indicated that kindergarten and eighth
grade males

were significantly or

marginally significantly

more frequently located in the right hemisphere dominant category and the
significantly

kindergarten and twelfth grade
or marginally

females were

significantly more

frequently

located in the left hemisphere dominant category;
sistent gender
males)
age

individuals,
tests),

difference (males performed better

across all

levels;

2) a con-

3)

three spatial tasks at each
among

the twelfth

the

right

grade males

the kindergarten males

than fe-

of the four

hemisphere
(all three

dominant
spatial

(BD), and the kindergarten

females (FBT), were significantly more frequently located in
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the

high

rather

than

low

spatial

determined by the binomial tests.
mary findings,

several other

ability

group,

as

In addition to these pri-

findings of

importance were

revealed by the results of this study.

Hemisphere Differences
Hypothesis lA stated that
ferences in

rate of

no significant hemisphere dif-

spatial processing

among either males or females
grade samples.

would be

obtained

in the kindergarten or fourth

This hypothesis was

supported in

that no

significant hemisphere main effects

or hemisphere by gender

interactions

kindergarten or

fourth

kindergarten and

fourth

grade.

were obtained

These data

at the

suggest that

grade males and females process spatial stimuli approximately equally efficiently with the
These findings

support the

sphere lateralization

is not

left and right hemispheres.

idea that

left or

complete in

right hemi-

early or

middle

childhood.
Hypothesis IB stated that
ferences in

rate of

no significant hemisphere dif-

spatial processing

among eighth and twelfth grade females.
also

clearly supported

main

effects

or

in that

hemisphere by

would be

This hypothesis was

no significant
gender

obtained

hemisphere

interactions

were
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obtained at

the eighth and

suggest that eighth
to the

twelfth grades.

The

and twelfth grade females

kindergarten and fourth

CRT data

were similar

grade males and

females in

that they processed the spatial stimuli approximately equally efficiently in the left and right hemispheres.
Hypothesis IC stated that eighth
would process

and twelfth grade males

the spatial information

in the right than in

the left hemisphere.

clearly was not supported in
main effects or

significantly faster
This hypothesis

that no significant hemisphere

hemisphere by gender interactions

tained at the eighth or twelfth grade.

Thus,

were ob-

the CRT data

suggest that eighth and twelfth grade males and females processed the spatial stimuli similarly with the left and right
hemispheres.
The analysis of variance did, however,
cant Age by Gender by
tion.

simple,

Simple-Complex by Hemisphere interac-

A series of New

that the kindergarten
and

Multiple Range Tests tests revealed

males processed the left-

left- and right-complex

more efficiently

in the kindergarten

that males

process the

sample reflect

stimuli more

all conditions.

and right-

stimuli significantly

than the kindergarten females.

CRT scores

females for

reveal a signifi-

The mean
the finding

efficiently than

In fact,

the magnitude

the
of
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difference

between

constant for

males and

each condition.

females
Since no

remains

relatively

significant gender

differences were obtained at any of the three other age samples, it may be assumed that males and females process various conditions

of simple-complex,

left-right

stimuli with

relatively similar efficiency.
The

analysis of

variance

also

revealed a

significant

five-way interaction in which gender and hemisphere significantly interacted.

Again,

males and females
sphere by

this interaction indicated that

showed similar patterns on

same-different by

simple-complex conditions
thus causing

all the hemi-

replication conditions.

shift between males

the gender variable to

The

and females,

interact significantly

with the other variables.
Hypothesis 2A

stated that neither

the kindergarten and fourth grade
nificantly in the

males nor

females in

samples would differ sig-

frequency with which they

gorized as left or right hemisphere dominant.

would be cateMixed support

was provided by the binomials for

this aspect of the second

hypothesis.

males

Both

kindergarten

and

females

(in

opposing directions) revealed a significant and a marginally
significant relationship;
obtained for both sexes in

a nonsignificant relationship was
the fourth grade sample.

These
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data suggest that kindergarten males

were more likely to be

in the right hemisphere dominant category, whereas

kinder-

garten females were more likely to be in the left hemisphere
dominant category.
Hypothesis

2B stated

that

females

twelfth grade sam'ples would not

in the

eighth

and

significantly differ in the

frequency with which they would be categorized as right versus left hemisphere dominant.
port,

in that significant differences were obtained for the

twelfth grade females
sphere more frequently
No

The hypothesis had mixed sup-

indicating they use their
as determined by the

significant differences

grade females.

were

obtained

left hemi-

binomial test.
for the

eighth

These data suggest that the left hemisphere

is very important for twelfth grade females.
Hypothesis 2C stated that eighth
would be more frequently categorized
left, hemisphere dominant.
indicate a

and twelfth grade males
as right,

rather than

The binomial analyses failed to

significant relationship between

gender in the eighth grade, male sample.

hemisphere and

However, a margi-

nally significant pattern was identified indicating that the
twelfth grade males were more

frequently categorized in the

right hemisphere dominant category.
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The findings

associated with

partially supported

Hypothesis 2b

by the tachistoscipic data

and 2c

are

findings by

Davidoff (1977), Kimura (1969), McCarron (1973),

Rizzolatti

and Buchtel (1977), and Sasanuma and Kobayashi (1978).

The

data of studies conducted by these researchers indicate that
undergraduate males were significantly more right hemisphere
dominant than
stimuli.

undergraduate females

in processing

spatial

However, Bryden (1976) and Kail and Siegel (1977)

specifically

investigated the

relationship between

gender

and hemisphere specification for processing nonverbal information in undergraduate students and reported no gender differeces.
(1978),

In

addition,

Leehey,

Carey,

Patterson and Bradshaw (1975),

Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori,
dary findings

of no

Diamond

and Cahn

Pennal (1977),

and Kobayashi (1977)
gender differences,

and

reported seconin undergraduate

students, in the hemisphere which most efficiently processed
tachistoscopically presented spatial stimuli.
Thus,

the

tachistoscopic

literature

seems to

provide

somewhat conflicting findings regarding gender differences in
the hemisphere which most efficiently processes spatial stimuli.

Depending on the type of analysis,

aspect of this
data analyzed

study can be interpreted in
by the

analysis of

the data of this
two ways.

variance (Hypothesis

The
1)
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supports

the tachistoscopic

literature

which suggests

no

gender differences for the hemisphere which most efficiently
processes spatial stimuli.
al tests (Hypothesis 2)

The data analyzed by the binomi-

supports the tachistoscopic litera-

ture which indicates males primarily utilize their right hemispheres

and

females

primarily

utilize

their

left

hemispheres in processing spatial stimuli.
Considering the analysis of variance data, the identified
pattern is somewhat

an unexpected pattern due

to the posi-

tion proposed by Lenneberg (1967) and Denenberg (1980) which
suggests that lateralization for
by puberty.

If the males were more lateralized than the fe-

males at puberty,
obtained in

specific tasks is complete

a significant difference should have been

the eighth

and twelfth

grade samples

for the

the identified

pattern

first and second hypotheses.
Considering the

binomial data,

provides limited support for the

positions proposed by Len-

neberg (1967) and Denenberg (1980)
males

were significantly

right

hemisphere dominant

females.

Although

a

more

in that the eighth grade

frequently

category than
nonsignificant

located in
the eighth
relationship

the

grade
was

obtained in the twelfth grade sample, the pattern was in the
same direction as the eighth graders.
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The

binomial

data

did

not support

completion of lateralization
of puberty

due to the

the

idea

for spatial tasks by

fact that

of

the

the time

significant relationships

were identified in the kindergarten sample.

These data sug-

gests that in early childhood (approximately 5 years of age)
males tend to utilize their
spatial tasks,
hemispheres.

right hemisphere for processing

whereas females tend
If

to utililze their left

gender differences

in lateralization

for

spatial tasks were related to the onset of puberty, the gender differences should not have been obtained in the kindergarten sample.
A methodological shortcoming should

be noted in associa-

tion with the studies cited in the tachistoscopic literature
addressing the gender differences in hemispheric lateralization for spatial/nonverbal tasks.

The studies cited in the

tachistoscopic literature have used a
of stimuli that have been

wide variety of types

labeled as nonverbal spatial sti-

muli (e.g., perception of photographed faces, detection, localization,

or enumeration of dots,

discrimination, etc.).
of

types of

depth perception,

Due to the fact that a wide variety

spatial stimuli

requiring various

strategies are being measured and compared,
if not impossible

hue

to be able to

processing

it is difficult

identify consistent gender
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differences.

Thus, it seems as if strategies of processing

various types of stimuli are being compared and labeled thus
resulting in a classification system which may or may not be
consistent with the tasks which are investigated.
tent and discrepant findings are
body of literature using this
differences.

Inconsis-

the probable outcomes of a

method for determining gender

Instead, a constant type of stimulus should be

presented to determine the various modes or strategies males
and females utilize to process that type of stimulus.
when consistency

in type of

stimulus is

Only

commonly utilized

can true gender differences in left or right hemisphere processing for spatial stimuli be identified and properly classified.
A methodological limitation of the present study was that
the same-different, simple-complex, and the replication conditions were not taken into
right hemisphere

account in determining left and

efficiency for processing

spatial stimuli

(or left or right hemisphere categorization). These categories were summed over in order to. determine the overall left
hemisphere

coefficient

coefficient
categories).
the fact

(or

the

and the
left and

overall
right

right

hemisphere

hemisphere
dominant

This is a limitation of this study because of

that when a total

sum is given for

one condition
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there may

be interesting and important

relationships among

other conditions that are overlooked.

Spatial Ability
Hypothesis
would not

3

indicated that

be identified

kindergarten and fourth
spatial tests,
these tasks

a

between males

difference

and females

grade samples on each

in the

of the three

but males would score higher than females on

in the eighth

and twelfth grade

general a mixed pattern of support
pothesis,

significant

varing

samples.

In

was obtained for the hy-

as a function of

both age level

and the

specific measures of spatial ability used.
Hypothesis 3A

stated that no significant

gender differ-

ences in spatial ability would

be obtained among kindergar-

ten and fourth grade subjects.

Hypothesis 3A was not con-

firmed

in

subtest or

the

kindergarten sample

the Embedded Figures

on

Test,

formed better than females on each task.

the

Block

in that

Design

males per-

The hypothesis was

confirmed on the Form Board Test, however, in that no significant gender differences were obtained.

It should be noted

that the Block Design test and the Embedded Figures Test are
spatial orientation measures, while the Form Board Test is a
spatial visualization

measure.

Thus,

these

data suggest
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that

kindergarten

skills
skills.

boys

than girls,
Therefore,

boys are better

have

better

but not

better spatial

these data suggest

able than girls to

ment of elements

spatial

tial configuration.

visualization

that kindergarten

understand the arrange-

within a stimulus pattern

to remain unconfused by the

orientation

and better able

changing orientations in a spa-

However, males and females are similar

in their capabilities to recall

and recognize an object ma-

nipulated in three-dimensional space.
Considering the

fourth grade sample,

hypothesis

3A was

confirmed for the Block Design subtest and the Embedded Figures Test, but not for the Form Board Test.
significantly better

than females on

but no significant gender differences

Males performed

the Form

Board Test,

were obtained for the

Block Design subtest and the Embedded Figures Test.
a surprising reversal of the

This is

pattern obtained among kinder-

garten subjects, in that by the fourth grade, males had significantly better spatial visualization skills than females,
but not better spatial orientation skills.
Hypothesis
significantly
eighth

3B

stated

that

higher spatial

and twelfth

would

ability than

grade samples.

hypothesis for the eighth grade

males

Part B

exhibit

females in
of the

the

third

sample was confirmed on the
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Block Design and Embedded Figures Test,
Board Test.

As was the

but not on the Form

case among kindergartners,

eighth

grade males performed significantly better than eighth grade
females on
Test,

the Block Design

but not on the Form

showed evidence

Test and the
Board Test.

of greater

Embedded Figures

Thus,

spatial orientation

males again
skill than

females but not greater visualization skill.
Hypothesis 3B was
for the Block

confirmed in the twelfth

Design subtest and the Form

not for the Embedded Figures Test.

grade sample

Board Test,

but

Males were significantly

better than females on one spatial visualization measure and
one spatial

orientation measure.

The

same trend

was ob-

tained for the second spatial orientation task, but the differences between the means failed to reach significance.
Together these

findings indicate

and eighth grade

samples showed the same

differences in spatial abilities.
samples showed the
of spatial

skill which did

a different

pattern

However, the fourth grade

not show gender

with

kindergarten

pattern of gender

same gender differences on

kindergarten and eighth grade.
yet

that the

the category
differences at

The twelfth graders showed
a gender

difference

being

obtained on one orientation task and one visualization task.
Thus,

the data associated

with spatial ability differences
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indicate

that

kindergarten

and eighth

significantly better spatial orientation
males,

whereas

grade

males

have

abilities than fe-

kindergarten and eighth grade males and fe-

males do not have significantly different spatial visualization abilities.

A dissimilar pattern

can be identified in

the fourth and twelfth grade samples. The fourth grade males
scores significantly higher than the females on the visualization tasks,

whereas

no significant difference

tained between males and females
spatial orientation ability.

was ob-

on the two tasks measuring

In

the twelfth grade sample,

the males performed significantly higher on the visualzation
task and marginally significantly
task (i.e..

higher on one orientation

Block Design subtest),

females were not

whereas

the males and

significantly different on the

other spa-

tial orientation task.
This pattern

of significant differences

support to the classification of

types of spatial abilities

(i.e., visulization and orientation).
sign

subtest and

ability tasks)
cant,

the

Embedded

primarily lends

Usually the Block De-

Figures Test

(orientation

were both either significant or not signifi-

and the Form Board

Test (visualization ability task)

reflected the opposite finding.
that the Block Design subtest

Thus,

because of the fact

and the Embedded Figures Test
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were usually consistent with each other, this indicates that
similar skills
tasks;

are required

by these

similarly classified

whereas, the Form Board Test requires some slightly

different ability, and it is classified differently from the
orientation abilities.
Significant
identified on

gender differences,
the Block

favoring males,

Design test

eighth, and twelfth grade samples.

in the

were

kindergarten,

The fourth grade sample

was the only age level in which a significant gender difference was not identified.
dergarten sample does

not replicate the findings

and Butterworth (1979),
der differences in
No significant

4 1/2- to 5-year-old

Munford and Munoz
Hankins (1979),

Schubert (1972),

but not those
The

between

the BD-WISC-R;

findings of McCarron and

(1980),

and Brown (1980).

males and females.

were identified

males and females on

finding supports the

of Bishop

which indicated no significant gen-

gender differences

the fourth grade

cating male

This gender difference in the kin-

this

Horn (1979),
and

of Jahoda (1979)

Vance and
and Karnes

significant gender difference indi-

superior performance

grade sample supported the findings

identified in

the eighth

of Backman (1972),

and

Weinberg and Rabinowitz (1979), but not those of Munford and
Munoz

(1977),

and

Schubert

and

Cropley

(1962).

The
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marginally significant
twelfth grade sample,
supported the

gender difference identified

in the

indicating male superior performance,

findings of Sarason

and Minard

(1962),

and

Turner and Willerman (1977).
Significant gender differences in

performance on the EFT

and BD tests indicating higher scores by males, were identified for the kindergarten and eighth grade samples,
for the fourth and twelfth grade samples.

but not

This gender dif-

ference in the kindergarten sample does not support the conclusion derived by Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) which indicated

that no

gender differences

5-year-old children.
conclusion just

in spatial

skill occur

in

In addition, this finding indicates a

the Opposite of Coates'

(1974)

conclusion

that females' performance on the CEFT is superior to that of
males.

The lack

of significant gender differences

in the

fourth grade sample supports the findings of Bigelow (1977),
Bowd (1976), Conner, Serbin and Schackman (1977),

and Cran-

dall (1972),

of Connor

but does not

support the findings

(1977), Connor, Schackman, and Serbin (1978),
ter and Friedman
ealed

that males

significant
sample,

(1978).
had

difference

Each of the

higher

latter studies rev-

scores than

identified

indicating that males had

in

and Gildmeis-

the

females.

The

eighth

grade

higher scores on the EFT
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than

females,

confirms

Okonji (1969),

the

findings

and Schwartz and

of Fiebert

Karp (1967),

(1967),

but does not

support the findings of Immergluck and Mearini (1969).
finding of no

significant gender difference in

grade sample
findings

on EFT

in the

does not support

literature,

e.g.,

The

the twelfth

the majority

of the

Goldstein and

Chance

(1965), and Schwartz and Karp (1967).
Significant gender
Form Board test,
the fourth

differences were

identified for

indicating that males had higher scores in

and twelfth grade samples.

The nonsignificant

gender difference

of the kindergarten sample

findings reported

by Shipman (1971)

(1972).
fourth
scores,

the

supported the

and Strayer

and Ames

The significant gender difference identified in the
grade

sample,

did not

indicating that

males

support the findings of

spatial visualization

had

higher

studies measuring

abilities in middle

childhood.

The

nonsignificant gender difference did not support this general trend for individuals in the eighth grade sample on various spatial

visualization tasks.

The significant

difference in the twelfth grade sample,
les had higher

scores than females,

gender

indicating that ma-

supported

the general

evidence for male advantage on visualization tasks.
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The

data

pertaining

differences for

to

the

development

spatial tasks indicated that

tently performed

better than females

of

gender

males consis-

on each of

the three

spatial tasks; however, this advantage was not always significant.

The pattern observed

the development

of gender differences in

is a complex process.
possible causes.

spatial abilities

This pattern can be attributed to two

First, methodological inconsistencies with

respect to assessment
tial tasks

suggests that measurement of

instruments of various types

at various ages

could account for

the obtained

pattern of gender differences in spatial tasks.
that significant gender
kindergartners,
ple due to

of spa-

It could be

differences appear on one

task for

but then disappear in the fourth grade sam-

the fact that for the

kindergartners,

was demanding for both males and females,
grade,

the task was relatively easy

males,

thus the significant

the task

but at the fourth

for both males and fe-

gender difference disappeared.

Difficulty of the test items for the age of subject may be a
crucial factor

in the identification of

across various ages.
and

confusing

literature.

performance on

This could account for the conflicting

reports
In fact,

interpretation in

gender differences

of

gender

differences

in

the

it points to the need for a cautious

generalizing about gender

spatial abilities

differences in

across ages

and genders.
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Qualifying

statements

about

the

specific

type

of

task

administered need to be addressed.
Second, it is plausible that each type of spatial ability
requires different strategies for processing the spatial information,

thus males are better than females on some types

of spatial tasks but not on others.
ture,

when looking across ages,

males on certain
If this pattern

To complicate the pic-

males are better than fe-

tasks at one age,

but not

at other ages.

of development is accurate,

then the con-

flicting and confusing reports of gender differences on spatial abilities located in the literature is to be expected.
Based on

the assumption that

study reflected actual gender
ty,

the data obtained

in this

differences in spatial abili-

gender differences in spatial

ability were obtained at

an earlier age than is suggested by the majority of the literature.

According to the literature, males surpass females

in performance
the data of

on spatial tasks around

this study suggest that

present in kindergartners.

puberty.

However,

gender differences are
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Relationship Between Hemisphere
ateralization and Spatial Ability
Lat
Hypothesis 4 outlined the relationship expected at different age levels

between gender of subject

classification in

high and

low spatial

and frequency of
ability categories

among only right hemisphere dominant individuals.

Hypothe-

sis 4A stated that kindergarten and fourth grade right hemisphere dominant males and females

would not differ signifi-

cantly in the frequency with which
high or low

they were located in the

spatial ability category.

supported by the results of

The

hypothesis was

the chi-square analysis in that

no significant relationships were identified between spatial
ability and gender in the
BD,

EFT or FB tests.

from the fact
males are

kindergarten sample on either the

The importance of this finding stems

that right hemisphere dominant

equally likely to be

spatial ability category.
was conducted on

located in the high

However,

or low

the binomial test that

the frequency with which

fourth grade males

males and fe-

kindergarten and

and females were located in

the high or

low spatial ability category indicated that the kindergarten
males,
females

on the

Block Design subtest,

on the

Form

frequently located in
ability category.

Board

and

Test were

the high,

the kindergarten

significantly

rather than

The fourth grade

low,

more

spatial

males and females were
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equally likely

to be

in the

category of the BD, EFT,

high or

low spatial

ability

and FBT as determined by the bino-

mial Test.
Hypohesis 4B stated that the eighth and twelfth grade females would not differ in

the frequency with which subjects

would be categorized as high and low spatial ability.
hypothesis

was substantiated

grade females.

for

the

eighth and

This
twelfth

The binomial test indicated that the eighth

and twelfth grade

females were not significantly

more fre-

quently located in the high or low spatial ability category.
Hypothesis 4C stated that eighth
would be more
tial ability.

and twelfth grade males

frequently categorized as high

than low spa-

The binomial test failed to substantiate the

hypothesis in the eighth grade sample,* however,
strong support for the hypothesis
ple.

it revealed

in the twelfth grade sam-

The twelfth grade males were marginally significantly

more frequently located in the high

than in the low spatial

ability category for all three spatial tests.
Thus,
indicate

the results associated
differential

dominant males
tasks.

with the fourth hypothesis

findings for

and females at

tests,

right

various ages on

The findings across the

the binomial

the

hemisphere
the various

four ages as identified by

indicate the following

pattern:

The
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kindergarten

males on

kindergarten females

Design subtest
Board Test

located in the high

Neither males

eighth grade

Block

on the Form

cantly more frequently
category.

the

nor females

samples indicated

in

and

the

were signifispatial ability
the fourth

any significant

and

difference

between the frequency with which they were classified in the
high or low spatial ability category.
grade sample,

Then, in the twelfth

clearly a consistent pattern emerges indicat-

ing that males were significantly more frequently located in
the high spatial ability category on
tial tests, whereas

each of the three spa-

females were relatively evenly categor-

ized in the high and low spatial ability categories.

These

findings suggest that no consistent pattern developed on any
of the three spatial tests until the twelfth grade.
twelfth grade,

By the

a consistent pattern emerged indicating that

males were significantly more frequently located in the high
spatial ability category,

whereas

females were relatively

evenly categorized in the high and low spatial ability categories.
This finding, in the twelfth grade sample,
importance to this

study.

both males and females were
left

and right

sample,

however

As has been

is of crucial

previously stated,

relatively evenly classified as

hemisphere dominant
considering

only

in

the twelfth

the right

grade

hemisphere
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dominant males

and females,

significantly more

the

males were

frequently located

or marginally

in the

high spatial

ability category on each of the three spatial tests,
dicated by the binomial tests.
for the males,

being right

as in-

This finding suggests that

hemisphere dominant is advanta-

geous for better performance on spatial tasks,

whereas

for

females being right hemisphere dominant was neither advantageous nor

disadvantageous for superior performance

on spa-

tial tasks.
The fact that this finding
three spatial tests)
the right

until the

hemisphere is

performance on

is not consistent (across all
twelfth grade suggests that

of equal

spatial tests for

fourth and eighth grades.

importance for
males and females

superior
in the

However, by the twelfth grade, the

.right hemisphere is more crucial for superior performance on
spatial tasks for males than it is for females.
Clearly this

finding indicates

a shift

occurring some-

where between the eighth and twelth grades for the right hemisphere dominant males

from being equally likely

to be in

the high or low spatial

ability category to becoming highly

likely to be in the high spatial ability category on each of
the three spatial tests.
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The

three

major

differences in
speculate

theories

explaining

cerebral lateralization for

about the

relationship between

right hemisphere for various functions.

gender

related

cognitive tasks
the left

versus

The three theories

are the Buffery and Gray Hypothesis (Buffery Sc Gray,
the Levy Hypothesis (Levy,

1974),

and the greater male la-

teralization hypothesis (Harshman & Remington, 1974).
theories

address the

relative

1972),

left

and right

These

hemisphere

functions for tasks; whereas, the emphasis of this study was
on the right hemisphere only.

Therefore,

the findings of

this study can only provide information about gender differences in right-hemisphere
Thus,

specialization for spatial tasks.

any suggestions or implications about left hemisphere

involvement resulting from the data of this study, are purely speculative.
The Buffery and Gray hypothesis states that left cerebral
lateralzation for verbal function
females than in males,

and

is established earlier in

because females have less bila-

teral spatial representation, their spatial function is less
developed than males.
applies

to

this

The aspect

study suggests

specialization for right hemisphere
If this

were true,

the

of this hypothesis which
that

females

have

more

functioning than males.

right hemisphere

dominant females
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should have

been significantly

more frequently

the high spatial ability category.
supported by most of the

located in

This prediction was not

results associated with Hypothesis

4 because the data suggested that males and females were categorized in

the high

with relatively

and low

spatial ability

equal frequency

in the

fourth and

grade samples, on all three spatial tasks.
and eighth grade males and females

categories
eighth

Thus, the fourth

were similar in the fre-

quency of classification in the high and low spatial ability
categories,

a finding

which does not support

the Buffery

and Gray hypothesis.

In direct contradiction to the Buffery

and Gray hypothesis,

the data

of this study indicated that

kindergarten females had more,

rather than less,

bilateral

spatial representation.
The aspects of

the Levy Hypothesis and

Lateralizaton Theory which

the Greater Male

apply to Hypothesis 4

lar; therefore they will be discussed together.
of these hypotheses which is
dicated that males would be

more right hemispheric special-

partially supported in the kindergarten

sample on

and fully supported

all three of

The aspect

applicable to Hypothesis 4 in-

ized than females for spatial tasks.

Design subtest,

are simi-

These hypotheses were
sample on the Block
in the

the spatial tests.

twelfth grade
These samples
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indicated that the males that were right hemisphere dominant
were the individuals

that tended to be located

spatial ability category.

in the high

This finding reflects the impor-

tance of the right hemisphere for

males in allowing for su-

perior abilities on spatial tasks.
The kindergarten males

and females on the

ures Test and the fourth and
on all three spatial tests

Embedded Fig-

eighth grade males and females
were not significantly different

in the frequency with which they were located in the high or
low spatial ability category;

therefore,

samples failed to support either

the Levy hypothesis or the

greater male lateralizaton theory.
garten sample on the Form Board

the data of these

In addition, the kinder-

Test clearly failed to sup-

port either hypothesis.
Thus, in general the Levy hypothesis and the greater male
lateralization theory tended to be supported somewhat by the
data of this study.

However, clearly the data of this study

fail to indicate a consistent pattern of gender-related differences in processing spatial stimuli.
It

seems

apparent

that

none

of

the

three

theories

explaining the development of gender differences in cerebral
lateralization

for

cognitive

tasks

fit

the

pattern
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identified

for the

development

of

gender differences

in

spatial tasks for right hemisphere dominant individuals.

In

fact, a major limitation with each of the three theories attempting to explain the relationship between spatial ability
and right hemisphere dominance is that they have generalized
the pattern from

one age sample across many

readily be seen in the results
age

sample had

a different

ages.

of this study,

almost every

relationship between

This clearly indicated that males

As can

genders.

and females were changing

across development at different rates and in different ways.
Thus,

the theory proposed by Buffery and Gray which was de-

veloped from studies assessing young children,
applicable
Likewise,

for

explaining gender

the Levy hypothesis,

of male graduate students,
dergartners.

Any

different ways

differences

in

adults.

which was based on findings

would

future theory

in which males

would not be

not be applicable to kinattemping to

and females

explain the

process spatial

information must address the issue that the ways individuals
process the information changes with development.
An explanation consistent
concerning the

development of

hemisphere dominant
identified

as

with the data of

Hypothesis 4

gender differences

in right

individuals for spatial tasks

could be

follows;

inconsistent

findings

for

the
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kindergarten

males

and

females

males

and

females are superior in performance on different tasks.

In

the fourth and eighth grade
similar in the

samples,

spatial tasks.

that

males and females are

relative importance of the

for performance on
grade,

reflect

right hemisphere

Clearly by

the twelfth

the right hemisphere is most important for males for

superior ability on spatial tasks.
Hypothesis 5A
grade males

stated that among kindergarten

a nonsignificant correlation would

between degree of right

and fourth
be attained

hemisphere lateralization and level

of performance on spatial tasks.

The results of the Pearson

Correlation for male and female subjects in the kindergarten
and fourth grade samples failed
relationships between

to indicate any significant

spatial ability and

right hemisphere

dominance on any of the three spatial tasks, thus substantiating the hypothesis.

This finding suggests that there was.

no association between hemispheric lateralizaton and performance on spatial tasks.

This finding has important implica-

tions for explaining the relationship
than cerebral lateralization must

in that factors other

be causing the difference

in performance on spatial tests between males and females.
Hypothesis 5B stated that among

eighth and twelfth grade

females, degree of right hemisphere lateralization would not
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be significantly related to level
ability tasks.
tion for

Again,

females in

failed

to indicate

of performance on spatial

the results of the Pearson Correla-

the eighth
any

and twelfth

grade samples

significant relationships.

This

finding is also important in that it suggests again that lateralization

and spatial

ability are

independent of

each

other in eighth and twelfth grade females.
Hypothesis 5C stated that among
males,

degree

of right hemisphere lateralization

significantly positively
ability.

eighth and twelfth grade

related to performance

on spatial

This hypothesis was partially substantiated by the

data of this

study.

The Pearson Correlation

significant correlations were obtained
les.

would be

indicated no

for eighth grade ma-

This finding is contrary to the expected pattern.

Pearson Correlations identified
for the twelfth
Even though

The

one significant correlation

grade sample on the

Embedded Figures Test.

a significant correlation

was obtained

on the

Embedded Figures Test, analysis failed to reach significance
on the other two tests.

In this way Hypothesis 5C was par-

tially supported by the findings of this study.
The

findings

indicate in

associated

general a lack

with

the

of overall

fifth

hypothesis

association between

degree of hemisphere lateralization and spatial ability.

An
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association was identified
the Embedded Figures Test.
ten,

fourth,

and

only for twelfth grade
The

males on

findings of the kindergar-

eighth grade females do

not support the

findings of Oltman, Ehrlichman & Cox (1977)

or Waber (1976)

which indicated a positive

significant relationship for fe-

males between performance on the EFT and degree of right hemisphere dominance.

The findings of this study did support

the findings of Ray, et al, (1979),

which indicated low and

nonsignificant relationships between right hemisphere lateralization and spatial tasks among females.
The finding

that degree of right

tion is not associated with
and age
that

spatial ability for most gender

combinations on almost

usually

each spatial

right hemispere

concern about

task suggests

lateralization

ability operate independently of
raises

hemisphere lateraliza-

each other.

the validity

and

spatial

This finding

of interpreting

gender

differences in performance on spatial tasks by the degree of
right hemisphere dominance.
suggest that usually,

In other words, these findings

as long as males and females are spe-

cialized for processing spatial abilities in the right hemisphere,
not

a greater

necessarily

spatial tasks.

extent of right hemisphere
advantageous

for

better

This finding

does not

dominance is

performance

support the

on

first
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aspect

of

the

Greater

Male

Lateralizaton

suggests that a greater degree
ble for

superior performance

theory

which

of lateralization is favoraon intellectual

tasks (i.e.,

spatial tasks) assuming that this statement applies to within hemisphere
lateralization.

lateralization as well as

between hemisphere

Therefore, within right hemisphere dominant

males and females factors other than greater extent of hemisphere specialization must be operating to cause gender differences in performance on spatial tasks.
The limitations
each aspect of

of this

the study.

assessed age and gender

left

and right

be considered

The first portion

by

of the study

differences in cerebral lateraliza-

tion for spatial stimuli.
alizing information

study should

The major limitation with gener-

regarding asymmetrical function

hemisphere deals

of the

with measurement

Even though tachistoscopic measurement

issues.

is considered an ac-

ceptable procedure of determining asymmetric functioning, it
is still a crude measure.
es that occur
surement error.

Attempting to identify differenc-

in fractions of seconds allows
Additionally,

the way

room for mea-

in which

scores were obtained (i.e., looking at a stimulus,
about its status, then flipping a toggle switch)

the CRT
deciding

inherently

causes motor reflexes to be a part of the CRT score.

Thus,
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the CRT

score was not

a pure cerebral

processing reaction

time score.
The limitations

of the second

also measurement issues.
the spatial

As has

tasks may not

each age group.

aspect of this

study are

already been pointed out,

have been entirely

suitable for

Specifically, it seemed that the tasks for

the CEFT and the FBT were not demanding tasks for the fourth
grade children.

Also, the FBT for the eighth graders seemed

to be a very difficult task.
to become

Frequently the subjects tended

very frustrated with

the tasks

and occasionally

they stopped trying.
The limitation of the third aspect
marily the fact that information
left hemisphere processing for
limited amount of

was not gathered regarding
verbal functioning.

information can be revealed

differences in hemispheric
about only

of this study is pri-

about gender

specializations when information

one hemisphere is

this study would have been

Only a

available.

The

findings of

strengthened by having left ver-

sus right hemisphere specialization information for comparison
This limitation identified the need
be

conducted

measuring

left

and

for another study to
right

hemisphere
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specialization for spatial and verbal tasks.

Then patterns

could be identified about how left and right cerebral lateralization for verbal and spatial
les and females and how

tasks develops between ma-

the relative specialization for the

tasks influences the right hemisphere

as it relates to per-

formance on spatial tasks.

Secondary Outcomes of the Study
In the analysis of variance
plication

interaction

fourth, eighth,
cant

were

the Hemisphere by Resignificant

and twelfth grade samples.

were processed

tion,

effects

interactions reflected

hemisphere on

data,

the finding

significantly more

that the

of a

the

These signifi-

efficiently by

the first presentation

for

stimuli
the left

stimulus condi-

and significantly more efficiently by the right hemi-

sphere on the

second presentation of a

This relatively

stimulus condition.

consistent finding indicates that

first presentation of

a condition,

the subjects

upon the
tended to

process the stimuli in a left-hemisphere, serial, feature by
feature manner,
condition,
more

whereas

upon the second presentation of a

the subjects tended to

right-hemisphere,

finding suggests

that as

spatial,

process the stimuli in a
gestalt

individuals become

manner.

This

more familiar
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with

the stimuli,

utilize the

they switch

right hemisphere

processing modalities

modality.

This

and

pattern can

also be traced in the five-way interaction that was obtained
from the analysis of variance data.
The four same-different main effects that were identified
in the

analysis of variance

pattern of findings.

also reveal a

The means of these main effects indi-

cate that the different

stimuli were processed consistently

more efficiently than the same stimuli.
why this pattern occurs this way
different stimuli

more efficiently

and easier to find

the two geometric

shapes,

stimuli individuals

An explanation for

results in the notion that

were processed

they are quicker

very consistent

because

one difference between

whereas

have a tendency

in comparing

the same

to check all

parts of

the shapes to ensure that they are not overlooking some difference.

This

process takes

more time

than identifying

different judgments.
The present study attempted
ships associated with spatial
nance.
study,

Based on
several

to investigate the relationability and hemispheric domi-

the findings and the

limitations of this

additional follow-up studies

needed information

to further explain

could provide

these relationships.

First, a similar research paradigm which incorporated larger
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numbers

of

subjects

clarifying the
Second,

in

each cell

relationships,

as has

would

be

especially

helpful

in

between genders.

already been mentioned,

a

study should be

conducted which investigates the direction and magnitude, if
possible, of hemispheric dominance for a variety of stimuli.
For example,

a

set of verbal and a set

of spatial stimuli

could be administered to subjects in order to determine differential hemisphere
individual.
fuller

Through identifying

analysis of

types of

the stimuli

within one

these relationships,

an individual's

stimuli could be

tionship between
ability.

processing of

dominance for

helpful in clarifying

certain
the rela-

hemisphere dominance and various

A third

a

types of

interesting follow-up study would

be to

further investigate the importance of the replication variable as it

relates to the hemisphere

processes stimuli on the first,

which, most efficiently

second,

and perhaps third

replications.
An uninvestigated
once lateralization

assumption in

the literature

is clearly established in

is that

late puberty

or early adulthood, this lateralization remains constant and
stable

throughtout the

follow-up

study

would

adult life
be to

utilizing various age adult

span.

design

samples.

a

An

interesting

similar

paradigm

Through conducting a
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study of this nature, developmental changes across the adult
life span could be identified.
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Table 29
Significant Main Effects and Interactions of
Analyses Across All Ages
Variables
Age
Same-Different
Gender x Age
Hemi X S-D
Age X Gender X
Hemi X S-C
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Replication
Hemi X Rep
Hemi X Rep X S-D
Hemi X Rep X S-C
S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex

N

F

157
157
157
157

87.87
32.04
3.08
7.09

.00
.00
.05
.05

157
157
157
157
157
157
157

2.74
7.75
3.57
13.11
22.76
3.47
3.45

.05
.01
.06
.00
.00
.07
.07
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TABLE 30
Summary of Significant Main Effects and Interactions
of Analyses of Variance by Age

Variable
Kindergarten
Gender
S-D
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X S-C X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep X
Sex

N
39
39
39
39

0.00
8.10
3.98
3.29

.01
.01
.06
.10

39

3.40

.10

Fourth
S-D
Hemi X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X SD X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep

40
40
40
40
40
40

3.13
4.58
3.42
4.75
7.35
6.38

.085
.055
.10
.05
.01
.05

Eighth
S-D
Hemi X S-D
Hemi X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Rep

39
39
39
39

9.02
3.38
3.84
8.17

.01
.10
.06
.01

39
39
39
39
39
39
39

20.04
4.33
7.79
3.06
3.40
3.66
30.27

.00
.05
.01
.10
.10
.07
.01

39

2.94

.10

Twelfth
S-D
S-C
Hemi X S-D
S-C X Sex
Hemi X Rep
S-C X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Rep X
Sex
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TABLE 31
Full Listing of Main Effects and Interactions
Variables

F

df

Prob

Sex
Age
Hemisphere
Same-Different
Simple-Complex
Replication
Sex X Age
Hemi X Sex
Hemi X Age
S-D X Sex
S-D X Age
S-D X Hemi
S-C X Sex
S-C X Age
Hemi X S-C
S-C X S-D
Rep X Sex
Rep X Age
Hemi X Rep
SD X Rep
S-C X Rep

2.35
87.87
.80
32.04
.07
3.57
3.08
.49
.47
.32
1.09
7.09
.16
1.77
.00
.32
.23
1.13
13.11
.46
.21

1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

.127
.001
.372
.001
.786
.061
.029
.484
.702
.571
.354
.009
.686
.155
.932
.570
.630
.335
.001
.496
.647

Hemi X Sex X Age
S-D X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Age
S-C X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Age
S-D X S-C X Sex
S-D X S-C X Age
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Rep X Sex X Age
Hemi X Rep X Sex
Hemi X Rep X Age
S-D X Rep X Sex
S-D X Rep X Age
Hemi X S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep X Age
Hemi X S-C X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-C X Sex X Age
S-D X S-C X Sex X Age

.45
.44
.23
.27
1.39
.00
1.04
1.68
.75
7.75
.30
.05
.19
.01
.19
22.76
.94
3.47
.17
1.06
2.74
.25

3
3
1
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
3
3
3

.714
.719
.627
.845
.245
.990
.374
.197
.524
.006
.825
.809
.897
.893
.898
.000
.419
.060
.675
.368
.045
.857

"^ASLZ 31 (Continued)
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Age
Hem: X Rep X Sex X Age

94

.U b
•

^

J

. 63

<

-9^
. ^ •/ w

S-D X Rev X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Age
S-C X Rep X Sex* X Age
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Age
S-D X S-C X Reo X Sex
S-D X S-C X Rev X Age
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep

1.94
.26
.50
.61
1.32

]_]_

1

.739

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex X Age
S-D X S-C X Rec"X Sex X Age
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Age

.99
.80
.62
1.86
5.25
.32

^\

3

.399
.495
.598
.139
.323
.311

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex X Age

1.30

3

.274

1 .

:? /

3.45
1.31

3

• « ^ ^

^

. 605
.676
.604
.251

3
3
•1

<
1

3

3
3
3
J,

. 065
1

1 -r
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TABLE 3 2
Full Listing of Main Effects and Interactions for
Kindergarten Sample
Variables

F

df

Prob

Sex
Hemi
S-D
S-C
Rep

0.00
.03
8.17
.86
3.20

1
1
1
1
1

.003
.859
.007
.358
.082

Hemi X Sex
S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D
S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-C
S-D X S-C
Rep X Sex
Hemi X Rep
S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep

.08
.14
.52
.01
.99
.53
.23
2.78
.44
.36

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.771
.708
.474
.890
.325
.470
.629
.104
.508
.550

Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Sex
S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X Rep X Sex
S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep

.03
3.22
.70
3.98
.00
1.42
1.08
.58
3.29
.37

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.851
.081
.406
.053
.934
.240
.305
.448
.078
.543

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex
S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep .

1.01
.03
.07
3.40
.05

1
1
1
1
1

.320
.857
.780
.073
.822

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex

3.13

1

.085
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TABLE 3 3 "
Full Listing of Main Effects and Interactions for
Fourth Grade Sample

Variables

df

Prob.

Sex
Hemi
S-D
S-C
Rep

.12
.00
3.13
. 53
.17

1
1
1
i
1

.725
.976
.085
.470
.677

Hemi X Sex
S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D
S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-C
S-D X S-C
Rep X Sex
Hemi X Rep
S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep

.25
.03
1.12
1.27
1.13
2.19
.26
4.58
.00
.14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.616
.854
.295
.266
.294
.146
.607
.039
.939
.709

Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Sex
S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X Rep X Sex
S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep

3.42
1.88
.00
4.75
1.04
2.68
7.35
.06
.24
6.38

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.072
.177
.970
.036
.313
.110
.010
.794
.623
.016

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex
S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep

.59
.50
2.81
.10
.11

1
1
1
1
1

.446
.481
.102
.750
.737

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex

2.39

.130

' ^7
TABLE 34
Full Listing of Main Effects and Int eractions for
Eighth Grade Sample
Variables

df

Prob

Sex
Hemi
S-D
S-C
Rep

.00
2.79
9.02
1.33
.01

1
1
1
1

.949
.103
.005
.256
.893

Hemi X Sex
S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D
S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-C
S-D X S-C
Rep X Sex
Hemi X Rep
S-D X Rep
'S-C X Rep

.01
.17
3.38
1.89
.10
.71
.54
3.84
.00
2.07

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.915
.676
.074
.177
.744
.404
.464
.058
.990
.153

Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Sex
S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X Rep X Sex
S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep
Hemi X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep

1.39
.44
1.29
.82
1.64
.10
8.17
.36
2.70
.86

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.244
.507
.263
.370
.207
.746
.007
.550
.109
.360

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex
S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep

.56
1.97
1.85
.58
1.54

1
1
1
1
1

.453
.168
.132
.449
.222

Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex

.64

]_

.426
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TABLE 3 5
Full Listing of Main Effects and "
-n^^^,^-^-r^o
:iteract icr.s^-»r
Twelfth Grade Samole
Variable
Sex
Hemi
S-D
S-C
Rep
Hemi X Sex
S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D
S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-C
S-D X S-C
Hemi X Rep
S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep
Hemi X S-D X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Sex
S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C
Hemi X Rep X Sex
S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep
S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep
S-D X S-C X Rep
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Sex
Hemi X S-D X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-C X Rep X Sex
S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep
Hemi X S-D X S-C X Rep X Sex

F

df

Prob

.03
1.56
20.04
4.33
1.38

1
1
1
1
1

.849
.219
.000
.044
.247

2.63
2.39
7.79
3.06
.00
.14
3.40
.19
3.66

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.113
.130
.008
.088
.938
.704
.073
.660
.063

.60
.28
.22
.00
.19
.07
30.27
.99
.67
1.91

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.442
.595
.639
.990
.663
.785
.000
.324
.417
.175

.17
2.94
.25
.51
.36

1
1
1
1
1

.675
.095
.617
• .478
.549

.02

1

.880
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reproduction:
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unavailable for
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lowing publisher:

Stoelting Company
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The Form Board
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however,
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it

unavailable for reproduc-

may be obtained through

publisher:

Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey, 08541

the following
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Children's Embedded

Figures Test
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Figures Test are unavailable for reproduction;
may be obtained through the following publisher:

Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California

94306

Embedded
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The Block Design subtest of

the WPPSI,

WAIS are unavailable for reproduction;

WISC-R,

however,

obtained through the following publisher:

Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California

94306

and the
it may be
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FIGURE 1
Summary of Pairs of Spatial Stimulus
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March 22, I983

Dear Parents,
On the following pages are information from Susan L. Hobbs, a
graduate student at Texas Tech University.

We are working with her

so she can gather information for her Masters Thesis.

I would

appreciate your help if possible in allowing your son or daughter to
participate.
If you have any questions concerning this study, please call
Susan Hobbs at the Texas Tech Child Development Center (742-3023),
or at the school office, 792-7838.
Sincerely,

Neal Bryan
NB/ke
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CONSENT FORM
I hereby give my consent for the participation of T.V child,
_, in the project entitled;
Development of Sex Differences in Cerebral Lateralization for Scatial
Tasks.
I understand that the persons responsible -^or this project are 2r.
Paul McGhee, Associate Professor, Department of Home and Family Life,
College of Home Economics, telephone number (806) 742-3891, and
graduate student, Susan L. Hobbs, candidate for a Master of Science
in Home Economics with specialization in Child Development, telephone
number (8o6) IS^-S^^
or (806) 742-3023.
Susan L, Hobbs has explained that this study is part of a project
that has the following objective:
identification of a developmental sequence for the
emergence of sex and age differences on tasks measuring
cerebral lateralization and spatial ability.
Susan L. Hobbs or her authorized representative has (l) explained
the procedures to be followed (i.e., the recognition of shapes and
configurations); (2) indicated that there are no risks beyond those
typically associated with playing with blocks; (3) indicated that
participating children will receive no benefits beyond the enjoyment of
participating in the tasks (although the broader benefit of helping to
improve our understanding of the development of spatial abilities will
be derived); and (4) indicated that no alternative procedures are
anticipated.
Susan L. Hobbs has agreed to answer any inquiries I may have concerning the procedures and has informed me that I may contact the Texas
Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects by writing them in care of the Office of Research Services,
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 7 9 ^ 9 , or by calling 742-3884.
This study does not involve physical risk: however, I am required
by the University to include the following statement:
If this research project causes any physical injury to
participants in this project, treatment is not necessarily
available at Texas Tech University or the Student Health
Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance.carried by
the University or its personnel applicable to cover any
such injury. Financial compensation for any such inquiry
must be provided through the participant's own insurance
program. Further information about these matters may be
obtained from Dr. J. Knox Jones, Jr., Vice President for
Research and Graduate Studies, (806) 742-2152, Room 118,
Administration Building, Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas, 79409.
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I understand that my child may not derive therapeutic treatment
from participation in this study. I understand that my child may discontinue this study at any time I choose without penalty.
Ihank you in advance for your help and cooperation. If you have any
questions or concerns please feel free to contact Susan Hobbs.
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Signature of Project Director:

.

Date:

Date:
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April ^, I9S:

Dear Parent,
As a graduate student in the Department of Home and "amily
Li e at Texas Tech University, I am in the process o^ collecting
data or my Master's thesis. Mr. Neal Bryan has permitted me to
seek your consent or the participation 0/ your son or daughter
in my study.
The objective o. this study is to identi:y age and sex di erences in performance o. spatial tasks. The spatial tasks or
the kindergarten sample are: the Children's Embedded figures
Test, the Block Design subtest o the V^echsler Preschool and
Primary Scale of Intelligence, and the Seguine-Goddard !'orm
Board Test. Additionally, the participants will be viewing reometric shapes through a portable projector. Total time required
-'^or participation in this study will be approximately 30 to ^^O
minutes.
The participants o"" this study will receive no bene- its beyond
the enjoyment o-|^ participating in the tasks; however, the broader
benefit o helping to improve our understanding o " the development o spatial abilities will be derived. There are virtually no
risks in the administration of or participation in this study.
Please sign the consent form and have your son/daughter retum
it to his/her teacher at the earliest possible date. Testing will
be on-going 'or several weeks.
Your consideration

or participation in this study is appreciated
Sincerely,

Susan L. Hobbs
Principal Investigator
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April ^, 1983

Dear Parent,
As a graduate student in the Department of Home and "amily
Life at Texas Tech University, I am in the process of collecting
data for my Master's thesis. Mr. Neal Bryan has permitted me to
seek your consent for the participation of your son or daughter
in my study.
The objective of this study is to identi:^y age and sex di-1erences in performance of spatial tasks. The spatial tasks for
the ^ourth grade sample are: the Children's Embedded I igures
Test, the Block Design subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children - Revised, and the Seguine-Goddard " orm Board
Test. Additionally, the participants will be viewing geometric
shapes through a portable projector. Total time required for
participation in this study will be approximately 30 to 40 minutes.
The participants of this study will receive no bene-'^its beyond
the enjoyment o' participating in the tasks; however, the broader
benefit of helping to improve our understanding o-f^ the development
o:' spatial abilities will be derived. Ihere are virtually no
risks in the administration of or participation in this study.
Please sign the consent form and have your son/daughter retum
it to his/her teacher at the earliest possible date. Testing will
be on-going for several weeks.
Your consideration :.'or participation in this study is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Susan L. Hobbs
Principal Investigator
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April 4, 1983

Dear Parent,
As a graduate student in the Department of Home and Family
Life at Texas Tech University, I am in the process of collecting
data for my Master's thesis. Mr. Neal Bryan has permitted me to
seek your consent for the participation of your son or daughter in
my study.
The objective of this study is to identify age and sex differences in performance of spatial tasks. The spatial tasks for the
eighth grade sample are: the Embedded Figures Test, the Block
Design subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Revised, and the Form Board Test. Additionally, the participants
will be viewing geometric shapes through a portable projector.
Total time required for participation in this study will be approximately 30 to 40 minutes.
The participants of this study will receive no benefits beyond
the enjoyment of participating in the tasks; however, the broader
benefit of helping to improve our understanding of the development
of spatial abilities will be derived. Ihere are virtually no
risks in the administration of or participation in this study.
Please sign the consent form and have your son/daughter retum
it to his/her teacher at the earliest possible date. Testing will
be on-going for several weeks.
Your consideration for participation in this study is appreciated,
Sincerely,

Susan. L. Hobbs
Principal Investigator
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April 4, 1983

Dear Parent,
As a graduate student in the Department of Home and Family
Life at Texas Tech University, I am in the process of collecting
data for my Master's thesis. Mr. Neal Bryan has permitted me to
seek your consent for the participation of your son or daughter
in my study.
The objective of this study is to identify age and sex differences in performance of spatial tasks. The spatial tasks for
the twelfth grade sample are: the Embedded } igures Test, the
Block Design subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale,
and the Form Board Test. Additionally, the participants will be
viewing geometric shapes through a portable projector. Total
time required for participation in this study will be approximately
30 to 40 minutes.
The participants of this study will receive no benefits beyond
the enjoyment of participating in the tasks; however, the broader
benefit of helping to improve our understanding of the development
of spatial abilities will be derived. Ihere are virtually no
risks in the administration of or participation in this study.
Please sign the consent form and have your son daughter retum
it to his/her teacher at the earliest possible date. Testing will
be on-going for several weeks.
Your consideration for participation in this study is appreciated
Sincerely,

Susan L. Hobbs
Principal Investigator
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